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Introduction
I have come from Missoula, driving an hour west on Route 93 to Fish
Creek", to see the largest ponderosa in Montana. Up a dirt road alongside
the creek, I pull into the drive that circles within a few hundred feet of
the ponderosa. I can see the tree from the car and am instantly
disappointed—it looks big, but not nearly as massive as I had imagined.
Walking closer I discover the deception of distance. The old pine is
immense, when I wrap my arms around it, they stretch out nearly
straight on either side of me, like those of a small child embracing a
big-bellied grandparent. At last measuring it was six-and-a-half feet
in diameter—twenty feet in circumference. Its bark is smoother and
lighter than any I have seen, the ground beneath it washed with a flood
of golden bark chips.
The pine's crown stretches 194 feet above me, sixteen-stories high
and still growing. Cicero once said that when you enter a tall grove of
trees, you experience the presence of a deity.1 After decades of
clearcutting along Fish Creek, this big pine is no longer part of a tall
'.Joseph Campbell, The Powr of Myth (New York: Doubleday, 1988), 92.
1

grove, but as I run my fingers over the curves and furrows of its bark, I
am like a blind man reading holy text; I stand on sacred ground.
Reverence for trees and for pines in particular dates back thousands
of years. Greek mythology celebrates the story of Pitys, a nymph who
was the lover of Boreas, god of the North Wind. Pitys fell in love with
the wild wood god, Pan, and when Boreas discovered this, he threw
Pitys against a rock in rage. She instantly transformed into a pine and
her tears of grief became droplets of golden resin that oozed from her
wounded limbs.2 To the ancient Phrygians, pine cones were symbols
of fertility, and they offered cones at the sacred vaults of Demeter to
ensure a bountiful harvest and many.children. In Japanese tradition,
the pine, green throughout the year, symbolizes longevity and
balance.3 Hung with lights and decorations, pines represent the
advent of Christmas in many countries.
Every culture has myths by which its people live, stories that teach
the people how to perceive themselves and the world and how to live
wisely on the earth. Joseph Campbell writes that we claim the land by
mythologizing the plants and animals that live on and in it4 By
2Nicholas

Mirov, The Genus Finns (New York: Ronald Press, 1967), 49
1975 ed., s.v. "The Mythology of Plants," 238.
Campbell, 6.
3 Encyclopediaof World Mythology,

knowing its inhabitants, we will come to know the land.
This may have been what naturalist Donald Culross Peattie had in
mind when he wrote, "If you know your West at all, you know its Yellow
Pine."5 Ponderosas grow in every state west of the Great Plains,
from Kansas to California, from Washington to Texas. In a letter to his
wife Wanda, .John Muir remarks that the Black Hills "get their name
from the dark color they have in the distance from the pine forests that
cover them. The pine of these woods is the ponderosa or yellow pine,
the same as the one that grows in the Sierra, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and all the West in
general."6
In the southwest, ponderosas live as high as 10,000 feet, growing on
the high plateaus above the pinon-juniper flats; in its most northern
range, they grow only to an altitude of 4,500-5,000 feet before being
out-competed by cold- and moisture-loving species. These pines grow
in almost any soil, from gravelly glacial till and volcanic ash in the
Pacific Northwest to loose sands in the desert southwest and fertile
bottomlands in Montana.
54

Natural History of Western Trees, (Massachusetts: Riverside Press, 1953),79
6Wi11iam Bade, The Life and Letters ofJohn Nuir (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1924),
300.

4

Ranqe of the Ponderosa Pine

5

Ponderosas survive by growing in places too dry and sun-beaten for
other big trees. Less than 12 inches of rain a year can sustain these
trees in places where the ground surface temperature can exceed 160° F
in mid-summer. Muir writes, "no other pine in the world has so wide a
range or is so hardy at all heights and under all circumstances and
conditions of climate and soil."7 Like the West's mythic cowboy of
pioneering days, ponderosas can tolerate and flourish in the varied and
seemingly inhospitable conditions of its range. As Montana ecologist
Stephen Arno writes, "Ponderosa pine, perhaps more than any other tree,
seems to be associated with the unconquered spirit and wide-open
spaces of the American West."8
But both the West and the ponderosa have changed greatly since
pioneering days. We have conquered the land, and the wide-open spaces
are partitioned with barbed-wire fence rows and sub-divisions. And we
have nearly extirpated most of the big mammals we most readily
associate with the Wild West, reducing to a small fraction the historic
6Department

of Agriculture, Forest Service, Sihies of Forest Trees of the United
States, by H. A. Fowells (Agricultural Handbook *271, 1965), 421.
7Bade, 300.
8Stephen F. Arno and Ramona P. Hammerly, Northwest Trees (Seattle: The
Mountaineers, 1977), 29

ranges of bison, grizzly bears, wolves, and mountain lions.
Stands of ponderosa pine in Montana and throughout the West reflect
these changes. Though many field guides to western trees still refer to
ponderosas as growing in open, park-like stands, few of those old
stands remain today. Logging and fire suppression have changed the
face and heart of ponderosa forests in the West and have done so for the
more than a hundred years. Trees three to four feet in diameter and two
hundred feet tall were once commonplace; now they are the exception in
forests crowded with young ponderosas and Douglas-firs.

According to pygmy legend, there was once a young boy who found a
bird with a beautiful song in the forests and brought it home. He asked
his father to bring food for the bird, but the father, refusing to feed a
mere bird, killed it. As he did so, the father dropped dead. By killing
the bird, the man killed the song, and by killing the song, he killed
himself.9
In this narrative, I seek to reveal the song of the ponderosa,the
connection between this pine's existence and our own. The people who
helped reveal this song were those who know the ponderosa in some
SCampbell, 21-22.

way—craftspeople, mill workers, ecologists, botanists, American
Indians, foresters, nature writers, and ponderosa pine admirers. Though
the facts in each chapter are specific to the ponderosa in Montana, the
mythology is universal
Campbell writes that myths, at their best, reconnect us with the
rapture of being alive. I hope to refresh this reverence, to breathe new
life into old stories and express the rapture of living in a land graced
with ponderosa pines.

Why Names Matter

Ts'ots'tsi'nako, Thought-Woman
is sitting in her room
and whatever she thinks about appears.
She thought of her sisters,
Nau'ts'ity'i and I'tets'ity'i,
and together they created the Universe
this world
and the four worlds below.
Thought-Woman, the spider,
named things and
as she named them
they appeared.
-Leslie Marmon Silko
(Laguna Pueblo myth)

(New York, Penguin, 1977), 1.
8

1

In the fall of my senior year in college, hungry for practical
knowledge after three years of theoretical biology, I enrolled in my
first field biology course. On the first day of class, stating bluntly that
if we wanted to know the land around us, we needed to know the plants
and animals that lived there, the professor emptied a box of tangled
leaves, stems, and needles onto the lab table. He passed around tree
guidebooks and asked us to identify and learn the names of each of the
dozen or more tree cuttings.
As I walked home from class that afternoon I stared for the first
time at the trees around me. Though I passed them each day as I walked
through campus, I had not distinguished one from the next any more than
I distinguished unfamiliar faces in the tide of students that swept past
me each day. That day, I saw that I lived among arching sycamores and
red oaks, balsam firs and drooping Norway spruces, ginkos and tulip
trees, white pines and eastern hemlocks. The homogeneous mass of
green around me had suddenly taken sharper form, filled with infinite
variety and detail. Knowing their names, I could distinguish what had
been, only hours before, indistinguishable differences among the trees.
Names carry great power; they are the tools with which we identify
and give meaning to the objects and events around us. To name is to

give order to chaos, to make familiar the unfamiliar, to bring into focus
a turbulent environment full of swirling, changing images. In our
culture, we honor the importance of names through ceremonies, both
religious and secular—from christening infants with holy water to
christening ships with champagne.
Botanists take part in the ritual of naming whenever they discover a
new plant species, and early explorers in the western U.S. found
thousands of new plant species to name. During their western
expedition of 1904-1806, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark
collected specimens of an undocumented species of pine near Orofino,
Idaho. Lewis, who handled the botanical end of the exploration, took
notes on this species, which he called "long-leaf pine," planning to
publish his findings when he returned to the east. But in 1809, riding
back to Washington D.C. with the expedition's journals, thirty-fiveyear-old Lewis was shot to death along the Natchez Trace trail in
Texas.2 In the confusion that followed his death, his notes on the
pine were overlooked and his specimens lost.
Had Lewis lived to publish his field notes, we would still refer to the
pine using the name "long leaf pine," perhaps Pinusgrandifotia in
2Richard

Dillon, Meriwvtfier Lewis (New York: Coward-McCann, 1965), 333.
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scientific nomenclature. Instead, Scottish botanist David Douglas
rediscovered the pine near Spokane, Washington a quarter century after
Lewis" death, and officially gave it the title of Pinus ponderosa.
We are, in an odd way, fortunate that Lewis died before naming the
pine, for Douglas' title, far more than Lewis' long-leaf pine, celebrates
the tree it names. While Lewis' name draws attention to a single
physical aspect of the tree, Douglas' name reveals many facets of the
pine, physical and spiritual The word ponderosa comes from the Latin
ponderost/s. meaning heavy, weighty, and significant. Its root pondus
means weight of words or thoughts, influence, heavy body and also
equilibrium and constancy. And the verb form pondero means to weigh
mentally, to reflect upon.
Few words could better describe the ponderosa pine. A brief look at a
mature tree's wide, golden trunk reveals its firmness and heaviness. In
his notes on the ponderosa, Douglas remarks that the pines sometimes
exceed "four feet in diameter, three feet above the ground, carrying
their thickness to a very great height, frequently measuring eighteen
inches in diameter at seventy feet

"3

But the ponderosa earns just as readily the other nuances of its
weighty Latin name. Its influence spans both human and natural history,
3David

Douglas, Journals. 1825- !82? (London: W. Wealey & Son, 1914), 345.
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for it provided the lumber that built many a western boom town and
formed the rail ties that carried trains through these towns. It
embodies, too, the qualities of equilibrium and constancy—many of the
old pines around today thrived in the western wilds during the fifteenth
century when Christopher Columbus was still a day-dreaming boy in
Italy.
1 like to imagine Douglas ambling through a pungent, sunlit grove of
ancient ponderosas in Eastern Washington, where he first encountered
the tree, gazing up at the fiery golden columns, shaking his head in
wonder, and jotting, "Ponderous, simply ponderous!" in his ever-present
notebook. Though he devoted little space in his journals to admiring
reverie, preferring cryptic descriptions of daily events and botanical
details, he slipped in some appreciative comments on the ponderosa,
calling it "very elegant" and "highly ornamental" with "remarkably
clean-grained" wood, big praises for a man sparing in his words.4
Since Douglas' time, the name "ponderosa" has taken on new meanings
associated with the mythical wild west. A whole generation of
Americans, including a great many who never saw the pine or even knew
that the name referred to a tree, associate "ponderosa" with Ben
4Dougla3,

345.

Cartwright's high-mountain Nevada ranch. The Ponderosa, on the
television show "Bonanza." The name evokes a common vision of the
western landscape—wide, fenceless expanses of short-grass plains
outlined by white-capped Sierra peaks, a Stetsoned cowhand spurring
his horse across a tree-lined horizon. The name also graces scores of
steakhouses, bars, and motels, adding a touch of grandeur to their tame,
ordinary facades.
While a name does not alter the physical essence of the object it
titles—even the grandest of names can't make a gourmet restaurant of
a grungy diner—it can alter our perception of that object. Just as a
many-iayered name like ponderosa can deepen our appreciation of that
pine—each new facet of the name bringing us closer to the heart of the
pine—so too can a derogatory name darken our perceptions.
Loggers sometimes refer to young ponderosa as "shit pine," because
the quality of lumber in young pines is much lower than that of old
pines. Foresters have a far more appreciative name for old pines,
calling them "yellowbellies," after their immense, golden trunks, a
name that evokes images of jovial, big-bellied old men. But as we
continue to log remaining yellowbellies and repeat logging on fiftyand one hundred-year cycles, we are rapidly selecting for shit pines. In

14

doing so we are choosing to surround ourselves with trees for which we
feel and show little respect.
If a name has negative associations, we can become tangled in them
and close ourselves to other ways of perceiving the object. When I first
came to Montana, I arrived in mid-summer and was quickly mesmerized
by the endless ribbons of purple flowers that blurred past my car
window, coloring so many miles of roadside. I stopped to pick a few and
was amazed by the stems' toughness and resistance to breaking. The
bristled stems bent when I tugged on them, but held without breaking no
matter how much I twisted and tore at them. I admired its resistance;
like a rose, this plant had developed strong defenses against
thoughtless pickers or browsers.
Had I chosen a name for that plant at the time, I might have called it
"stout-stemmed amythest-flower," and I brought some home with me,
cut with my jack knife, and hung them in my kitchen where I could gaze
at their delicate flowers. Only later did I discover that I was admiring
that most-despised of western weeds, spotted knapweed. The flower's
attractiveness instantly faded in my eyes as I considered its undeniable
dark side; "Oh, it's knap weed," I thought in disdain, pulling the bunch
from my kitchen wall. The name says it all.

Much of a name's power lies in its commonality, allowing us to
communicate and share experiences. The name ponderosa will conjure
up similar images for people who have seen it, memories of its
fragrance, its flaking bark pieces as varied as snowflakes, its shining
needles.
But just as important as the common, universal names we learn to
associate with a plant, or any other thing, are the names that we create
through our own interaction with it. When I taught at nature centers in
years past, I often felt frustrated by my students' constant questions
about the names of various plants and animals. "What's this? What's
this one called?" they asked, pointing to a bird or flower or tree.
"Well, look at it closely." I often countered. "What name would you
give it if you were naming it? Give it a name that means something to
you. Its leaves look like gnarled hands? Then call it 'gnarled-hand
tree!'" I worried that they were just collecting names like squirrels
hoarding pine nuts, closing their eyes to the objects themselves.
When they gave the plants names that came from their own
experience, the children had to look at each plant closely, to touch,
smell, and feel it and identify what made that plant special to them.
Lying nose-to-corolla with what most would call a violet, one
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exuberant child shouted, "It smells like my grandma's skin!" So we
called it "grandma's lotion-flower" that day, in tribute to warm-skinned
embraces and a fragrant spring flower.
In the same spirit, people have given the ponderosa a variety of
names over the years that reveal their perceptions of the pine. Because
the ponderosa's bark varies in shade and hue from tree to tree and even
from place to place on the same tree, it has accrued many names
referring to its bark color. To most westerners, the ponderosa is
simply the western yellow pine, a name that takes in the color of both
its yellow-green needles and its mature amber bark. But yellow is just
one of the ponderosa's many colors discovered by ponderosa observers
over the years. As the pine grows, its bark lightens from black to
yellow and this transformation has earned it the names Montana black
pine, blackjack pine, Sierra brownbark pine and Western red pine. 5
John Muir, always an acute and insightful observer, called the
ponderosa "silver pine," a reference I have not seen in other naturalists'
writings. The distinguished title most likely stems from his experience
of gazing up through the long, waxy needles on a bright, windy day:

5Dona1d Culross

Peattie, 4 Natural History of Western Trees < Massachusetts:
Riverside Press, 1953), 84.
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.. .it is during cloudless wind-storms that these colossal
Pines are most impressively beautiful. Then they bow
like Willows, their leaves streaming forward all in one
direction, and, when the sun shines upon them at the
required angle, entire groves glow as if every leaf were
burnished silver.6
Like each of the ponderosa's names, Muir's name of silver pine
creates a new window through which I can perceive the tree. Each name
transforms the tree, like a magnifying glass that shows me some facet
that I had not seen before.
Once shown the windows that names offer, we can then open them up
and climb through. Each name serves as a path, as a signpost that
points in the direction of deeper knowledge of the pine. It is not enough
to know the name, the signpost is not the journey, as Gary Snyder points
out in the opening lines of his poem "Foxtail Pine".

bark smells like pineapple: Jeffries
cones prick your hand: Ponderosa
nobody knows what they are, saying
"needles three to a bunch
"7
6Edwin

Way Teale, The Wilderness World ofJohnMuir (Boston, Houghton Mifflin,
1982), 193.
7Robert Bly, Nevs of theUniverse: Poems of TwofoldConsciousness (San Francisco:
Sierra Club, 1980), 142.
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After learning the names that connect us with a plant or animal, we
can close the guidebooks for a while, clear away our preconceptions,
and enter the pine grove free of limiting expectations of what we will
find. Though the tree we call ponderosa does carry needles three to a
bunch, patient observation and interaction with the tree will reveal
that its needles also occasionally grow in bunches of two or four.
Though the tree is green, it is also yellow, red, silver, and black. Each
new facet of the pine I uncover through observation inspires new names,
and these names, in turn, inspire more careful study.
As evening meets me on a walk through Council Grove in Missoula, I
lie on a thick scattering of needles glowing brown-gold in the sunset.
My head resting on a root, 1 gaze with half-closed eyes up the endless
column of pine above me. Light reflected from the Clark Fork River that
slides by just a few feet away ripples on needles and thick, curving
branches. A raft of clouds skirts over the pine, and I rock with the
dizzying sense that it is the tree that moves, arcing towards me
through the sky.
Golden pine, grandfather pine, yellowbelly, ponderosa; each name
hints at the tree's essence and, happily none fully succeed, for I am

content to lie beneath the curved branches and ponder new windows
through which to perceive this pine.

Hearing the Pine's Song
Perceiving Ponderosas

Getting to know ponderosas requires risk-taking. To know the pine,
we must do more than simply observe it from the safety and comfort of
cars or read about it in a favorite armchair. We need to meet it where
it lives and open our senses to it—take off our gloves and feel it, roll in
its needles, listen to its music. We need to visit it in all kinds of
weather, to observe its moods in sun and rain, on windy days and calm.
And so 1 set out one warm, late-winter day up Rattlesnake Creek near
Missoula, Montana to climb a ponderosa.
Climbing a ponderosa was a risky proposition because 1 am not much
of a tree climber or a climber of any sort. As a child, 1 climbed plenty
of trees—I'd scamper up the weeping willow that drooped over our pond
to swing from a long rope that hung from one of the highest branches.
And I'd practice acrobatics in a red pine by our house, hanging upside
down by my knees from its scratchy branches. But that was a long time
ago, and I've grown older and more wary since then and more
preoccupied with thoughts of the power of gravity and the ease with

20
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which a branch can break or a hand can lose its grip.
But I went to the Rattlesnake that day in February to get to know the
ponderosa in a new way. I wanted to see the pine as Muir had seen it
when he climbed a ponderosa in Vosemite during a windstorm., its great
trunk swaying like a wisp of wheatgrass as Muir rode high in its
branches—a rodeo cowboy on a slow-motion bronco. For most of my
life, I had viewed the world from the ground up, my feet firmly planted
on safe soil For years I had seen only the undersides of pine branches; I
wanted to see them as the barred owl sees them when it perches in
twilight on a topmost branch, to ride the v^aves of wind on the living
raft of pine and see up close the play of light among tousled needles.
And I wanted to hear the ponderosa's music from a seat within the tree
itself Attuned to the subtleties of pine-song, Muir wrote, "If you would
catch the tones of separate needles, climb a tree."1
I had known for a while which tree I wanted to climb—my favorite
ponderosa in the Rattlesnake area. In truth, it's my favorite meadow
ponderosa up there, and meadow ponderosas are far easier to climb than
forest-grown ones. Although many of the forest ponderosas are
enticingly thick trunked and have lovely sprays of branches at their
1 Edwin Way

Teale, The Wilderness World of'John Muir (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

1982), 194.

crowns, they usually lack branches for a good part of the lower stretch
of their trunks, often as much as forty to sixty feet. Ponderosas thrive
in the sun and perish in the shade, and their individual branches do the
same. The lower branches of a forest-grown ponderosa receive too
little light to photosynthesize effectively and so they die and break off
i needed a sun-drenched meadow ponderosa with its lower branches
intact for my climb, and the Rattlesnake pine fit the bill, it is an odd
pine in some ways, riot as picture-perfect as the ones in most
guidebooks, its main stem died long ago during the tree's early years
and four side branches had risen to compete for the lead. None had won,
or a.i, so the tree had grown with four main trunks for, judging from its
three-foot thick base, at least 150 years. Some loggers call trees like
this "school marms," a derogatory name for both teachers and trees that
reflects the fact that such trees do not render useful lumber and so are
considered unproductive.
The surplus of main trunks suited me fine, since it would give me
more surface area to grasp, and I climbed up quite easily through the
first several feet of branches. As I pulled myself up through the first
branches, I was showered with flaking bark pieces that fell in my mouth
and eyes and settled into my hair like confetti. Despite the bark

Observing an old school marrn near Missoula

shower they give, ponderosas are ideal climbing trees, since their
branches are neither too closely bunched nor too far apart and are stout
enough to support much weight, i would not want to climb either the
larch or the Douglas fir, two conifers that commonly grow alongside the
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ponderosa in western Montana. Both have closely spaced, spindly
branches that would make climbing a prickly, unpleasant experience.
Even growing in a bright, open meadow, this pine had many dead
branches interspersed with live ones, and I stepped on them tentatively
as I made my way up the tree. One dead branch had broken away from
the trunk, but still hung precariously in the tree, suspended by other
branches. Foresters call these dangling limbs "widow makers," since
they can strike deadly blows to a sawyer or anyone else below when a
gust of wind sends them hurtling from the tree.
The meadow pine stood roughly 80 feet tall, a less-than-average
height for a middle-aged ponderosa. They can grow to 225 feet or more,
though I have never seen one this tall Muir measured the largest
ponderosa he ever saw as over eight feet in diameter and 220 feet
high.2
At about fifteen feet off the ground, I paused to look more closely at
the pine that supported me. The main trunk had not yet divided into its
four leaders and still held a good three feet in diameter. Amber nuggets
of hardened resin, some the size of golf balls, clung to the bark like
clotted blood on an old wound. Resin acts like blood in some ways,
2JohnMuir,

The Vesemite (NevYork: Century, 1912), 87
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cleansing the tree's wounds by flushing out insects and bacteria. The
resin then forms a scab-like plug when it hardens, sealing out other
invaders. In places, the dripping resin had not yet hardened and stuck to
my hands and arms. Worse than glue, since it's difficult to wash off and
stays sticky for hours, the pitch is bearable because its rich smell
reminds me of the pine grove long after I've returned to town.
Climbing higher, I reached a group of branches that had grown
misshapen and deformed. The tips of the branches curled back on
themselves, and the yellowed needles bunched together in great masses,
like the quills of riled porcupines. A small, innocuous-looking parasitic
plant called dwarf mistletoe was responsible for this deformation.
Bearing little resemblance to mistletoe of Christmas-kisses fame,
dwarf mistletoe, with its rubbery yellow stems and tiny flowers, is the
nemesis of foresters, capable of killing or destroying the commercial
value of entire groves of conifers, spreading quickly from tree to tree.
When mistletoe seeds mature, they explode from the female flower
like bullets, traveling as fast as fifty miles per hour, with enough force
to carry them as far as thirty feet away from the parent plant.3 The
sticky, barbed seeds, if successful, lodge in the bark of nearby trees,
3E.C.

Pielou, The Worldof Northern Evergreens (Ithaca: Comstock Publishing,

1988), 109.
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where they begin to grow
After three to four years of growth, these seedlings, in turn, produce
seeds and continue the spread of mistletoe through the forest. Though a
mild infestation of mistletoe may not kill a ponderosa, it can reduce the
tree's outward and upward growth rates by one-third to one-half David
Douglas describes the work of mistletoe in his original description of
the ponderosa: "A singular species of Viscum or mistletoe is found on
this tree which grows so rapidly and in such abundance that it in time
completely destroys it."4
Dwarf mistletoe is less of a problem for ponderosas in Montana than
in many other western states, and the pine I climbed that day was only
mildly infected. But I wondered as I climbed how mistletoe seeds even
reached this pine, standing all alone in the middle of the meadow, the
closest ponderosa a hundred yards away.
At about thirty-five feet off the ground, my climb ended. Waves of
vertigo had been gathering force over the last several feet, and by the
time I stopped climbing, they turned my sturdy muscles to dough. I had
passed the point on the tree where the main trunk divided, so I wedged
myself between two of the new leader trunks and settled back in the
safety of the pine's embrace.
4David

Douglas, Journals: 1823- /827 (London: W Wesley & Son, 1914), 345.
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In the soft glow of afternoon light, the long needles traced small
arcs in the breeze, their waxy coatings glistening as if misted with
water Ponderosas have the longest needles of any western pine;
though they usually measure between five and eleven inches, ponderosas
in warmer, moister areas can bear needles as long as fifteen inches.5
Growing in the Rattlesnake where less than fifteen inches of rain falls
each year, this ponderosa had relatively short needles of seven inches
long.
With their long needles mirroring the sunlight like jewels,
ponderosas are the brightest of western trees. As Donald Culross
Peattie eloquently observed:
. when the wind is still and the trees stand
motionless in the dry heat, a star of sunlight blazes
fixedly in the heart of each strong terminal tuft of
needles. Each tree bears a hundred such stars, each
clump of Yellow Pines a thousand, and the whole
grove blazes like a temple with lighted sconces for
some sacred day.6

Perched like a flying squirrel among the tufted branches, I had the
finest seat in that temple, suspended midway between the heavens and
Nicholas Mirov, The Genus Pinus (New York: Ronald Pres3, 1967), 78.
6Donald Culross Peattie, 4 Nature} History of Western Trees (Massachusetts:
Riverside Press, 1953), 80-1

the earth on a living column of light.
Though only a light breeze rippled the pine's needles that day, I could
hear its wild song, a whispered roar like a far-away, fast-flowing
river Instead of water droplets, air molecules cascaded among swaying
needles to create this cataract of sound. Because the wind was mild, 1
could not, as Muir had during a gale, "detect the click of one needle upon
another "7 I would have to return on a windier day to hear this other
voice of the pine.
Since that late-February day, I have climbed many more ponderosas,
on windy days and calm ones, often climbing higher and in more
classically beautiful trees, but like a tentative first kiss, this first
climb has stayed with me more vividly than any other

I first became acquainted with the ponderosa on the high plateaus of
southern Utah. There, as in many other parts of the West, the ponderosa
grows in pure stands, with no other tree species for hundreds of acres
until the terrain dips down, inviting pinon and juniper, or a spring rises
to the surface, coaxing water-loving aspen from the soil. As these
forest-grown ponderosa mature and lose their bottommost branches,
7Edwin

Way Teale, The Wilderness Worldof John Muir (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

1982), 194.

the forest gradually transforms from a tangle of intertwined branches
to an open expanse. As Peattie remarks of the ponderosa stands of the
Grand Canyon plateau., "no conifers are finer than these for a walk
beneath their boughs—so ample and wide are their groves., so clean the
forest floor of all save needles and grass and pungent sagebrush, with
here and there a fleck of wildflower red or blue . "8
Because of this, guidebooks often refer to the ponderosa as growing
in parklike stands. But pine stands differ fundamentally from
manicured, manmade parks. Walking through a mature pine grove in
Montana's Swan Valley, i passed a dead snag jutting into the sky, its
branches bare and broken, its trunk pitted with pileated woodpecker
holes. Of the living trees, few had even, straight trunks. One leaned to
the side, tangling with the branches of another pine. Another bowed
out, tracing an arc against the clouds. Many carried knobs and burlsbig wart-like growths on the trunks. Such "wolfy" trees, as they are
called by foresters, render poor, knotty wood at the mill Still others
grew misshapen and twisted, scored by fire or lightening. These trees,
which we might cull from humanmade parks because of their
imperfections, were part of the perfect beauty of this ponderosa forest.
8Peattie,

80.
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Mature ponderosa in foreground has lost all of its lower branches, forming a clear gold
column. Younger ponderosa on right still retains most of its lower branches.

I walked, unimpeded by brush or branches, through this pine grove,
softly treading over a thick mat of needles. Glowing in late-afternoon
sunlight that filtered through the open canopy, the topmost layer of
fallen needles reflected the same golden hue as the maturing bark.
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Beneath lay older needles, faded to a driftwood gray. Probing deeper,
my fingers found smaller and smaller fragments
of graying pine needles until at last I reached
moist, dark brown humus. Wildflowers bearing
such magical names as shooting star
(Dodecatheon meadia) and fairy slipper (Calypso
bulbosa) thrive in this soil rich with the acidic
tannins released from decaying needles, and I
passed dozens of these bright flowers beneath
the ponderosas in early flay, their streaming pink
petals boldly contrasting the golden color of the
Calypso bulbosa

forest floor.

Gold is the color I associate most readily with ponderosas, the color
of the bark of mature trees. Young yellow pines are covered with dark,
almost black, deeply furrowed bark. As the tree grows to a diameter of
one to three feet, it begins to reveal lighter colored bark, ranging from
burnished red to golden-orange, though still laced with dark furrows.
The maturing bark becomes increasingly scaly, sloughing off in thin,
irregular shapes, that fit together like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
Every piece is a finely sculptured work of art in itself—delicate and

curving and smoothly edged like beveled glass. When I run my fingers
lightly over the bark of an older tree, many of the outer scales fall
away. Though their hold on the tree seems tenuous, the scales create,
when layered three or four inches thick, a powerful barrier against
damage from fire, insects, and other animals.

Ponderosa pine bark chip (actual size)

Whenever I look at a mature pine's bark up close I am reminded of an
impressionist painting, since each bark chip holds a different hue from
the ones around it. When I step back a few yards, the varied chips, like
strokes of paint, blend into a golden whole.

Silviculturalists don't

know what makes the ponderosa's bark become golden as the pine
matures, except that it relates to the tree's growth rate. But I am
content to leave the question unanswered and enjoy the surprise of
discovering a young pine whose amber bark defies my predictions of
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what it should be.
On one of my first hikes in the West, in the canyon country of
southern Utah, i discovered what is still, for me, one of the ponderosa's
finest traits. I was working as a volunteer naturalist in Zion National
Park and was walking along the Hidden Canyon trail, getting a crash
course in canyon botany from a more seasoned naturalist. At her urging,
I scrambled up off the trail to reach a massive yellowbelly pine that
clung to the sandstone rockface. Pressing my nose into one of the bark's
rough, golden fissures, 1 shut my eyes and took in a long, deep breath.
The scent was pure butterscotch; I could almost taste the sweet, clear
flavor on the back of my tongue.
When I gleefully announced my discovery, my friend assured me that
the scent was vanilla, not butterscotch. I have since found that this is
a topic of much dispute among ponderosa admirers, who seem to be split
fifty-fifty on the scent's identity.
Sniffing ponderosas from Arizona to Montana, I've found that the
biggest trees often smell the best. But in scent as in bark color the
ponderosa is magically inconsistent, and I am sometimes happily
surprised to discover a pungent scent in the bark of a thin, drab pine.
This scent comes from volatile oils, called terpenes, in the pine's

resin. Because the amount of terpenes released increases as the resin

Taking in the scent of Montana's biggest ponderosa

heats up, the tree smells strongest on a warm, sunny day. On a hot
summer day, the rich fragrance radiates from the trunks, filling the
pine grove. Like drinking from an unexpected spring on a dust-dry
August day, breathing in the ponderosa s essence brings, as The Genus
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Pinus author Nicholas Mirov observes, "susser friede"—sweet peace to
mankind.9
Along with the peaceful spirit that I take from the pine forest, I
often carry more tangible treasures. Whenever I go for a walk among
ponderosas, I invariably pick up their cones; they are hard to resist.
When mature, they are grapefruit-sized, measuring three to six inches
long and two to three inches wide. Each cone is a geometric
masterpiece, the diamond-shaped scales fitting together in precise
alignment.
To protect its precious seed cargo from
predators, each scale is armed with a long, tancolored prickle. The thin ends of these prickles
break off easily, embedding in the skin of
would-be thieves, a lesson I painfully learned
when I tried to pick an immature cone from a

Ponderosa cow

lowhanging branch. Each scale in the central portion of the cone guards
two small seeds. When the seeds have fully ripened, the scales open
outward, lowering their sharp swords and casting the winged seeds to
^Nicholas Mirov and Jean Haabrouck, TheStoryof the Pines (Bloomington: Indiana
University, 1976), 12.
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the wind.
Ponderosas will produce cones after as little as sixteen years of
growth, I've seen pines no more that nine feet tall and an inch in
diameter clutching a single small cone in a high branch. They will
continue producing viable seeds for over 350 years, though the seeds
from trees between 60 and 160 years old grow best.
Each cone bears roughly 75 viable seeds and an average mature pine
will bear two hundred cones.10 Ponderosas produce good seed crops
roughly every two years, so over its lifetime, assuming it lived for at
least 350 years, a single pine could produce over two million seeds,
over 170 pounds worth. Multiplied by the thousands of pines in a single
forest, the numbers explode exponentially, taking my imagination with
them as 1 envision wading waist-deep in the forest through a swelling
tide of pine seeds. That I seldom find seeds or seed-filled cones on the
ground attests to their value as a food source for small mammals and
birds, like ruffed grouse, quail, Clark's nutcrackers, and especially
chipmunks and squirrels.
On every walk I've taken through pine groves in western Montana, I've
found "squirrel tables," logs or rocks onto which squirrels climb to pick
10Department

of Agriculture, Forest Service, Sihicsof Forest Troos of the United
States, by H. A. Fowelb (Agricultural Handbook *271, 1965), 421.
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the seeds from cached pine cones. Squirrels peel each cone scale by
scale while sitting on their favorite stump, so after a long winter, the
table looks like the aftermath of a Roman feast, covered with piles of
scales and cone cobs.
But for all their seed eating, squirrels and chipmunks also help the
ponderosa seeds sprout. Many of their hoarded seeds go unused after the
winter, and these buried seeds often have a better chance of putting
down roots than those that fall onto the thick layer of needles and grass
on the forest floor.
A seed is in no way assured a long and easy life once it sends its
taproot into the earth. Eighty-nine percent of ponderosa seedlings die
before maturing.11 Usually where there is one seedling, there are
dozens of others competing for water, sunlight, and nutrients. Though
pines can stand partial shading for their first thirty years, they die
after that without full sunlight.
If competition doesn't kill the young trees, browsing animals often
will. Skiing through a ponderosa forest along Rattlesnake Creek during
a particularly cold and snowy winter, I found deer tracks leading from
seedling to seedling, each one cropped of its tender buds.
Though each seed is just one-quarter inch long, attached to an inch11 Department

of Agriculture, Sihies, 422.

long wing, and weighs only one-twentieth of a gram, it carries the
power to create a tree fifteen stories high. Holding a palm-full of
these seeds one fall afternoon, 1 tossed them into the air and watched
them whirl toward the ground in tight spirals. As they landed on the mat
of needles, 1 imagined one of them slipping into a sheltered shallow in
the soil—surviving squirrels, deer, insects and fire—and growing as big
as the pines 1 stood beneath, tempting some admirer in a century's time
to climb among its sturdy branches.

What Smokey Never Told Us
(About Ponderosa Ecology)
Like generations of Americans, I grew up with the teachings of the
wildlands hero., Smokey-the-Bear I remember as a child watching
commercials in which a sad-eyed Smokey, clad in ranger hat and work
pants and toting a shovel, solemnly intoned in a deep, resonating voice,
"Remember, only YOU can prevent forest fires," fires that destroyed the
homes of so many of his animal friends. According to Smokey, fires,
especially those caused by humans, were wrong and unnatural, so as
caring stewards we were obliged to step in and protect defenseless
nature against the ravages of flames.
Fire suppression didn't start with Smokey; the Forest Service had
been putting out any and all fires they could and spreading the word
that fires were bad since the early 1900 s. Posters during World War II
portrayed forest fires as unequivocally unAmerican. Slogans like
"Careless Matches Aid the Axis" and "Your Match, Their Secret Weapon"
accompanied pictures of Hirohito and Hitler.1 But Smokey, more than
1Stephen

J. Pyne, Fire in America: 4Cultural History of Midland and Rural Fire
(New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982), 176.
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any other fire advertising campaign, awakened the American public to
fires and fire suppression. According to a national advertising research
report released in 1968, Smokey was "the most popular symbol" in
America, better known than President .Johnson 2 Even today,
Smokey's face often shows up at trailheads on Forest Service land,
underscored 'with the words, "Only you" or "Remember" So indoctrinated
are we with his slogan that he doesn't even need to finish the phrase—
we remember what only we can do.
But times and understanding of fire ecology have changed since the
Forest Service first unveiled the Smokey Bear campaign in 1945. Like
many scientific and cultural truths, Smokey's view of fire as evil and
antithetical to healthy, happy nature has gradually evolved into a new
view that better fits our developing understanding of the natural world.
We have discovered that fire can be a good and natural process and that
the land actually benefits from periodic burns.
Late one cool May afternoon, I walked along a trail on the south side
of Pattee Canyon. Just a ten-minute drive from my home in Missoula,
Pattee Canyon is my retreat—in winter I can drive up the canyon above
the city's smog; in late spring and summer, the canopy of trees lining
the drainage offers shade from the dust-dry Montana sun.
2Pyne,

177.
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Though Pattee Canyon had been logged in the early part of the
century, loggers had left many big trees, and in the afternoon sunlight,
thick-columned ponderosas glowed copper-gold amidst a mosaic of
green foliage. For such big trees—three- to four-feet in diameter and
over one hundred feet tall—the pines had relatively few needles at
their crowns. High above my head, their stout, snaking branches held
small, glittering sprays of long needles at their tips.
Because the pines are sparsely needled and spaced far apart, they
allow much sunlight to filter through their canopy to the forest floor.
In this light, bunchgrass, kinnikinnick, and Oregon grapes grow in thick
mats. Among them, I find small treasures of wildflowers; two fairy
slippers and hundreds of glacier lilies and Solomon's seal stand out in
bold pink, yellow, and white from the wash of browns and greens.
But in many parts of Pattee Canyon, the canopy is thick and the
forest floor too dark for these plants to grow Climbing away from the
trail up a west-facing slope, I was engulfed in a dense grove of young
Douglas-firs, most of them less than eight inches in diameter and under
fifty feet tall, branches interlocked above and around me. The ground
was strewn with hundreds of fallen trees, piled like pick-up sticks
among the living trees, and I clambered slowly over and under them to
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make my way across the hillside. Massive ponderosas and larches
occasionally punctuated the grove, pushing high above the crowded
Douglas-fir canopy.
It wasn't always this way in Pattee Canyon. For the last several
centuries, until less than a hundred years ago, most parts of this
canyon, like pine forests throughout western Montana, held open, grasslined stands of mature ponderosa interspersed on cooler slopes with
occasional large Douglas-firs and larches.
As I stood in a small clearing and looked out over the swell of
Douglas-firs rising beneath the big pines, I tried to envision what the
land looked like ninety years ago, before the Douglas-firs had taken
root. Without those young trees, the hillsides would have been open and
sunny and sparsely treed. Land surveys of Pattee Canyon made in the
late 1800's indicate that the drainage at that time held between three
and fourteen trees per acre of land. 3
What kept Pattee Canyon's slopes savannah-like were the fires that,
until the 1890's, regularly swept through the valley. Many of the big
pines that I passed on my walk bore signs of fires' passage. One of the
first yellowbellies I came to had a deep, black triangular scar at its
3James
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Habeck, Unpublished interpretation of Pattee Canyon Land Survey Records,
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base. Hardened droplets of resin, some the size of ping pong balls,
hung like golden tears from the wound,
called a catface by ecologists. The lower
part of the scar burned deeper into the
pine's trunk than the upper part, and
bending close, I could see the charred
growth rings of heartwood. By the looks of

IT

the scar, it had been many years since this

&

pine last burned. The outer bark, like a
golden cloak, had begun to curl back around
Jtie edges of the catface as the tree

Catfaced pine

continued to grow, gradually enfolding

the fire scar In a yellowbelly nearby, this process had created a little
cavern within the tree. Only an inch-wide opening was left through
which to see the fire scar. Lying on the ground beside the opening, I
could see an apple-sized ponderosa cone in the blackened chamber,
far too big to fit through the opening anymore. The ragged cone must
have been there for many years, slowly entombed by the growing bark.
Each catface was uniquely shaped; some formed neat triangular
scars no bigger than two feet high; others twisted like gnarled fingers
fifteen feet up the trunk. Regardless of size and shape, each catface
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had burned into the uphill side of the pines, for fires tend to travel
uphill and will eddy and concentrate their heat on the leeward side of a
tree 4

Fi re - scar red po nde rose

Roughly a third of the old pines I saw that day had no fire scars.
Only if a fire is hot enough to burn through the tree s protective bark
43tephen

Arno, ttorthwvst Trees (Seattle. The Mountaineers, 1977), 30.

will catfaces form. It" a young pine develops a fire scar, it will
continue to scar in that spot when fires surround it in future years.
each blaze leaving a telltale black line on that year's growth ring.
Because of this, the pine accurately records the years in which fires
occurred becomes a witness to fire history.
Though I came across several huge larches and Douglas-firs in my
wanderings through the canyon, only one bore a small catface. Some
larches had been scorched around their bases, but not deeply enough to
form scars While a ponderosa can quickly seal the catface with
gluelike resin, Douglas-firs and larches cannot and often rot and become
diseased after repeated scarring. Most of the Douglas-firs and larches
that were scarred in the fires before 1900 have since died and rotted
away. 5
James Habeck, a plant ecologist at the University of Montana, has
studied ponderosas to uncover the fire history of Pattee Canyon. To do
this, he cut cross-sectional wedges of wood from the catfaces of firedamaged ponderosas, both living trees and pitch-preserved stumps, and
examined their growth rings. His research shows that, until the 1890s,
the forests of Pattee Canyon burned every five to ten years, with small
sections of the canyon burning virtually every year 6 Since the fires
^Stephen Arno, personal interview, 5 April 1939
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occurred so regularly, they had little fuel to burn, and many simply
fingered slowly through small sections of the canyon, feeding on fallen
needles, branches, and seedlings.
The fires that gave Pattee Canyon and other ponderosa/Douglas-fir
forests throughout western Montana their parklike appearance were
primarily caused by lightning and American Indians. Journals of early
settlers and recollections of Indian descendants, describe the Salish,
Pend d'Oreille, Nez Perce, and Kootenai tribes burning the forests and
grasslands regularly. By most accounts, the western skies were often
thick with smoke during the drier months. Burning improved hunting
grounds, as an 1899 Bitterroot Forest Reserve report explains:
It is a well known fact that deer and elk exhibit a special
liking for tracts freshly burned, due to profuse growth of
various kinds of weeds springing up there, which
constitute a favorite browse for them. Large tracts of
forest doubtless were burned (by the Indians] with the
intent of thus causing the game to congregate in
considerable numbers in some particular localities.7
The tribes also used fire to flush game from the woods and
concentrate them, a hunting practice called "fire surround" Periodic
6.Ja mes

Ha beck, Changes in Forest StandStructure Related to Fire History in the Pattee
Canyon Drainage, Missoula, Montana (Unpublished contract completion report, 1985),
39
7Stephen Barrett, "Relationship of Indian-Caused Fires to the Ecology of Western
Montana Forests" (Master's Thesis, University of Montana, 1977), 28-9.
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burns helped reduce dangers of major wildfires and encouraged plants
useful for food and medicine, like huckleberries, serviceberries,
kinnikinnick, camas and lovage. 8 While lightning caused many of the
fires in ponderosa forests, Indians started roughly half of all fires prior
to 1860 in the areas they used frequently.9
Ponderosas have developed adaptations that enable them to not
only withstand such frequent fires, but also benefit from them. Like
the early settlers that moved west into Montana, ponderosas are
pioneers, one of the first tree species to take root in a treeless area
like a bunchgrass meadow or a burn site. Each pine demands space,
unfiltered sunlight, and room to grow, and it sets its roots deep into the
soil early on in life—a three-inch seedling typically connects to a twofoot taproot.10 Unlike the western red cedar, the Douglas-fir, and the
lodgepole pine, which often grow closely together forming a dense, dark
canopy, ponderosas grow best in open stands where each tree stands
apart from the rest. The pines flourish on their own and die out when
8Barrett,

25.
frequently used by indians, stands burned, on average, every nine years. In
low-use areas, stands burned roughly every eighteen years. Barrett, 62.
10Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Silvics of Forest Trees of the United
States (Agriculture Handbook *271, 1965), 422.
9ln areas
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crowded by competing trees.
But pioneers are only pioneers as long as they have open space to
move into. Ponderosas in western Montana, after pioneering open, sunlit
areas, are often succeeded by shade- and crowd-tolerant tree species
like Douglas-fir and grand fir These trees grow up beneath the pines
and eventually shade them out and inhibit their seedlings' growth.
Ponderosas east of the Continental Divide in Montana and on dry, southfacing slopes west of the Divide avoid this competition because the
land is too dry and hot to support other tree species.
From the moment a ponderosa seedling sprouts from the soil it is
better able to withstand ground fires than Douglas-fir seedlings. Early
on, pine seedlings begin to develop a corky, protective outer bark that
continues to thicken throughout their lives, often reaching three or four
inches at maturity. Their large buds are also protected from fire by
layers of scales, and their twigs are relatively thick. Douglas-fir
seedlings have delicate, gray-green, living outer bark that can easily be
killed by even a low-intensity fire. Their small buds and fine twigs
also burn easily.11
11George
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Not only can ponderosas resist fires, but they also create an
environment that encourages the spread of fire. In Pattee Canyon, the
ground in areas dominated by big pines is springy and dry. Tufts of
grass, which begin to dry out and brown by mid to late summer, and
sturdy, resinous pine cones make good tinder for any spark. As I dug
through fallen needles beneath one pine, I fingered my way past over an
inch of dry, loose needles before corning to moist soil. When the long
ponderosa needles fall, they create an airy lattice as they stack on top
of one another. The more air can circulate through fuel, the better it
will burn. Loosely piled ponderosa needles ignite easily and encourage
the fire's spread through the forest.12
If a ground fire burned through the pine grove where I sat digging, it
would burn away all the dry needles and expose the bare mineral soil
beneath, creating ideal growing conditions for ponderosa seeds. Once an
area burns, it is not at risk of burning for at least five or ten years, so
the seedlings have a chance to develop their fire-resisting
characteristics. Voung ponderosas grow quickly, in ten years, seedlings
given adequate light, water, and space can reach seven feet in height
Agriculture, 1982) INT-130, 9
12Stephen

Arno, personal interview, 5 April 1989.
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and nearly and inch in diameter13
Digging through the ground covering beneath the Douglas-fir stands
in Pattee Canyon, I found a very different substrate. When the short,
flat Douglas-fir needles and thumb-sized, soft cones fall to the ground,
they stack directly on top of one another, creating a moist, compacted
duff as dense as fruitcake. 1 pulled up chunks of the duff, dark and
pungent, 'what foresters would call "duff brownies." This moist duff is
as tough to ignite as a brownie is, and this helps the fire-sensitive
Douglas-fir seedlings survive.
Not until it is six inches in diameter—a size it reaches in 20-30
years—does the Douglas-fir develop bark thick enough to resist ground
fires.14 With fires burning every five to ten years through most parts
of Pattee Canyon, the Douglas-fir seedlings had little hope of surviving.
After 1900, when settlers spread through western Montana and
moved native Indians off traditional lands onto reservations, this era of
frequent burning ended. Unlike the nomadic Indian tribes who moved
from the fires' paths, the settlers rooted in one place and fires
13George

Green, Trees ofNorth America. Volume /--TheConifers (Michigan: Edvards
Brothers, 1933), 51
14Stephen Arno, "Fire Ecology and it3 Management implications in Ponderosa Pine
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WA: at press), 3.
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threatened their homes, crops, and livestock, so between 1900 and the
1980's, Westerners suppressed any and ail fires they could.
Without fires to clear the forest floor and kill Douglas-fir
seedlings, the forest understories quickly became crowded with
Douglas-fir and ponderosa seedlings competing for light and space, a
competition where the odds heavily favor Douglas-fir.
Like many living things, trees become stressed when they crowd one
another, and they become susceptible to disease and insect infestation.
In Pattee Canyon, virtually all the Douglas-firs were heavily infected
with mistletoe that deforms their branches into dense, umbrella-like
clumps and slows their growth by as much as fifty percent.
Stressed ponderosas are particularly susceptible to bark beetles
infestation. Female bark beetles lay their eggs in the living inner bark,
or cambium, of the pine and the developing larvae feed on the cambium,
burrowing channels around the tree that usually girdle the tree and kill
it. A healthy pine can produce enough resin to flush out the invading
beetles, just as blood cleanses an animal's wound, but a stressed pine
cannot.15
15Stephen

Arno, personal interview., 5 April 1989.

Pattee Canyon, 1989. Ponderosa seedlings in foreground and young Douglas-firs in
background are filling in understory , creating crowding that encourages disease and highintensity fires.

After a century of fire suppression, the forests in Pattee Canyon and
throughout western Montana are stacked with dry fuel. In Pattee
Canyon, fallen trees crisscross the forest floor and lean against living
trees. Dense stands of flammable young trees fill the lower canopy.
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creating fuel ladders that will allow fire to climb to the crowns of even
the tallest trees, potentially killing entire stands of trees.
This happened in Pattee Canyon on July 16, 1977, when a fire caused
by an electricity line and fanned by high winds swept along the northfacing slope, leveling six homes and killing every tree in almost 1200
acres of forest.'6 Without the rain that came a day later, the fire
would likely have burned many more acres. Since Habeck's fire
chronologies, recording periodic fires for the last 400 years around the
burn site, show no records of such devastating fires, this was likely the
first stand-replacing fire in the canyon's history.
Because all potential seed trees die in such a stand-replacing fire,
trees recolonize the burnt land slowly. Twelve years after the Pattee
Canyon fire, I walked through the burned area. Only a narrow belt of
land near the periphery of the burn had reseeded with conifers, mainly
Douglas-firs. Walking just fifteen or twenty yards from the edge
toward the heart of the burn, I found amid the black poles of dead trees
plenty of grasses, currents, and kinnickinnick, but no conifer seedlings.
To prevent such stand-replacing fires and to restore the health and
16Wil1iam

Fischer. "Safeguarding Montana"3 Forest Home3: Lessons from the Pattee
Canyon Fire," Western WWlands 4 (Summer i977), 30.
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balance of pine ecosystems, forest ecologists In Montana and In other
western states are trying to promote fire as a natural process by
running controlled burns in some pine stands. Though the Forest Service
plans to burn several forested areas in western Montana, Pattee Canyon,
except for a small part of a picnic area, is not among them. Controlled
burns are expensive to run, so the Forest Service is concentrating its
efforts on the most critical areas. Since fire suppression has reduced
habitat for many animals, particularly large browsing mammals like
deer and elk that fed on the grasses of the open groves, the Forest
Service will first burn areas that have historically been prime wildlife
habitat.17
Also, because Pattee Canyon is now a residential area, running a
controlled burn, even under cool, calm conditions, risks burning private
property. Many of the state's other pine forests are in similarly risky
areas, since ponderosas, like people, prefer to live in the sunny, warm,
lower mountain elevations of Montana. Like any two species living in
the same habitat, ponderosas and people compete for resources and have
conflicting as well as complimentary needs. Ponderosas need fire; we
think we don't, and so far our desires have taken precedence.
17Jack

Losenskg, Forest Service ecologist. telephone interview, 17 April 1989
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For the last century, we have built our homes in forests that have
historically been perpetuated by fire, and we have spent millions of
dollars to ward off those fires. In the process of protecting our homes
and timber resources, we have inadvertently contributed to the demise
of ponderosa forest communities, reducing habitat for many animals and
plants and losing the beauty of open pine groves. By holding back the
natural process of fire, we now live in an uneasy disequilibrium with
the landscape, creating the conditions for fires like the 1977 Pattee
Canyon blaze that are devastating both to us and to the ponderosa
forests.

Witness Trees
Hanging in the main foyer of the county court house in Missoula are
eight murals depicting various events in western Montana history,
painted by Edgar S. Paxson in 1912. In the seventh painting. Governor
Isaac Stevens stands by a table in a pine grove with group of men that
includes Chief Victor of the Salish, Chief Michel of the Kootenais, and
Chief Alexander of the Pend d'Oreilles. Behind them, against a backdrop
of white tents, sit somber tribal members. The scene took place on July

16, 1855 in what is now called Council Grove, and the tribes had
gathered to sign the Hellgate Treaty with the United States government.
Beside the mural, a caption describes the scene, ending with the words,
"The large trees are still standing."
Ponderosas have for hundreds of years been witnesses to human
endeavors. Early surveyors of the canyons surrounding Missoula used
the pines as witness or bearing trees for survey plots, engraving survey
information in their bark. Ecologists use ponderosas as fire witnesses,
since their catfaces hold lasting evidence of each fire's passage.
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Though what the pines in Council Grove witnessed is not engraved in
their bark or heartwood, their existence today keeps alive an event, that
otherwise fades from memory into the pages of history books.

Mural by Edgar 3 Paxson depicting signing of the Hell gate Treaty at Council Grove.

On that mid-summer day in 1855, the chiefs of the Salish, Kootenai,
and Rend d'Oreille tribes of western Montana were asked to sign away
23,000 square miles of ancestral lands, including all land between the
continental divide and the Montana-Idaho border and between the
U.S./Canada boundary and Lost Trail Pass in the far southern end of the
Bitterroot Valley.
In exchange the tribes would be given the Flathead Reservation, 2,000
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square miles in the Jocko and Mission Valleys, and $120,000 paid over a
twenty-year period.1 While the reservation lands were the
traditional homelands of the Pend d'Oreilles, the Kootenai lived on the
west shore of Flathead Lake and the Salish in the Bitterroot Valley.
Chief Victor of the Salish refused to sign the treaty., asking Stevens to
consider a reservation in the Bitterroot Valley. After Victor died, his
son Charlo continued to resist pressure to relocate.2 But in 1855, the
pines in Council Grove witnessed the official end of the tribes'
traditional way of life.
Out in the open meadow where the treaty signing likely occurred sits
the stump of a ponderosa cut in the summer of 1988. Counting its rings,
1 estimated its age at between 140 and 150 years. The rings were
widely spaced and the trunk over three feet in diameter It had prime
growing conditions there on the rich, well-drained bottom land along
the Clark Fork River, and it had grown quickly as a result. In 1855, the
1 Accordi ng

to the treaty, the money was to be "applied to the use and benefit of the said
Indians, under the di rection of the President of the United States.. "The president
reserved the power to determine the good3 or services for which the money was used.
Department of Interior. "Treaty with the F1athead3, Etc., 1355." July 16, 1855, Indian
Affairs: Lavs and Treaties, vol 2,723.
2ln 1872, Charlo'3 mark of approval was forged on an agreement known as the Garfield
contract which stated that the Salish agreed to moving to the Flathead Reservation in the
Mission Valley. But not until 1889 did Charlo 3ell hi3 land near Steven3vil1 and move to
the reservation. John Fahey, The Flathead Indians (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1974), 165,250.

pine would have been a sapling, its topmost branches extending just
five or ten feet over the heads of the men who signed the treaty. Many
trees in the grove have larger trunks than that pine did. A few of the
gold columns are over four feet thick and were probably reaching
maturity when the council meeting took place., providing shade for the
more than 1200 tribal members who gathered that July day. 3
Other ponderosas in western Montana bear more visible evidence of
their association with the tribes of this region. At the far end of the
Bitterroot Valley, the southern extent of the original tribal lands
relinquished in the Hellgate Treaty, is a Forest Service campground
called Indian Trees. The campground is full of big yellowbelly pines,
many of which have four- or five- foot elliptical scars on one side. At
first glance, they look similar to fire scars, but are not blackened and
rarely extend all the way to the ground.
Pines throughout western Montana, from the Bitterroot to Flathead
Lake, bear these scars, formed by Salish and Kootenai women who
peeled ponderosa bark to gather the sweet, juicy inner bark, called
cambium. Lewis and Clark saw scarred ponderosas on their journey over
the Bitterroot Mountains near Lolo Creek. On September 12, 1805, Clark
3Fahey,

94.
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writes,"

on this roade and particularly this Creek the Indians have

pealed a number of Pine for the under bark which they eate at certain
Seasons of the year, ! am told in Spring they make use of this bark."4

Peeled ponderosa in the Indian Trees Campground near Lost Trail Pass
4Thwaites,

Reuben Gold, ed., Origins}Journals of the Lewis andHark Expedition,

!804- !306 (. New Yor k: Oodd, Mead, & Co , 1904-5)3:63.
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Women held a ceremony, usually in early May, to prepare for the
peeling. One woman would dig up the root of a bitterroot plant to see if
it was ready for harvesting. If it was., the women went ahead and
peeled the pines; if not, they waited to strip the pines until the roots
ripened, since to do otherwise was considered bad luck.
Agnes Vanderberg, an 87-year old Salish indian, and her
granddaughter Ruby still peel the bark from ponderosas and other trees,
particularly cottonwoods. Agnes, a tribal elder and member of the
Cultural Committee, lives in Arlee, Montana on the Flathead
Reservation and, with Ruby, teaches traditional crafts and skills at her
camp in the Jocko Valley from late spring to early fall I visited Agnes
at her house one afternoon and she explained the process of peeling.5
"They peel only half the tree, you know, so they don't kill the tree."
Reaching over to a table beside her she pulled out an unopened envelope
and a pen. She turned the envelope over and slowly drew two parallel
lines on it about an inch apart.

"This is the tree, you know And they

cut a piece like this on one side." She sketched a long rectangle on the
trunk. "Then they put whatever tool they've got under the bark here and
pull the bark right off," she said, pointing with her pen to the upper edge
5Agnes

Vanderberg, personal interview,3 December 1988.

of the rectangle.
Agnes looked at me for a moment and continued. "When they get the
bark off, they scrape it." She took a paring knife from the side table and
ran it under the sealed edge of the envelope. "They scrape it like this,
you see?" it's real juicy and sweet."
"Do you like it?" 1 asked as she looked up. Her eyes were framed by
brown plastic glasses and gray-white hair drawn in two thin braids
tied together behind her head. Her face, like knotted wood, creased
with lines that stretched and curled when she spoke and smiled.
"Yeah." She nodded. "It's good."
Peeling the bark was traditionally women's work—mainly strong,
young women's work, since the three- to four-inch bark was difficult to
peel off and a bark slab could weigh well over a hundred pounds. Before
peeling a tree, the women tested its sap to see if it was good. Like
maple sap, pine sap has a limited season during which it flows clear and
sweet, when that season passes, the sap becomes bitter and cloudy.
Though Agnes said that she and Ruby now use kitchen knives to scrape
the cambium from the outer bark, women once used scrapers made of
mountain sheep's horn. They cut the horn into pieces which they then
softened by boiling and cut into knife-shaped instruments, carved thiri

and sharp. When settlers brought tins of K. C. brand baking soda to
western Montana in the late 1800s, the Salish and Kootenai began to
make their scrapers of flattened pieces of metal 6
Once peeled from the pine, the cambium was either eaten straight
away or stored iri cedar bark baskets. To keep it moist, the women cut
it into smaller strips which they rolled into balls and wrapped with
green leaves. These days, Agnes stores the inner bark in a glass jar in
ner refrigerator
Agnes and Ruby are among a very few tribal members who still peel
trees. Most ponderosa peeling ended around 1910, when forest
officials, with the support of the Indian Council, asked for an end to the
practice since it lowered the trees' timber value.7 That previous
year, the reservation, under pressure for the U. S. government, opened
for the first time to white settlers. These settlers brought with them
white sugar, which soon replaced ponderosa bark on the reservation as a
source of sweetness.
According to the journals of Lewis and Clark, and later David Douglas,
indians of Montana, Oregon, and Washington also ate the seeds of the
ponderosa. While in the Bitterroot Mountains, Lewis wrote:
*Thai n White, Scarred Trees of Western ftontana. Flathead Lake Lookout Museum
publication no. 8 (Lakeside, Montana), 5.
7White, 9
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. . . near this camp I observed many pine trees which
appear to have been cut down
which (the indiansj
inform us was done in order to collect the seed of the
long leafed pine which in those moments of distress also
furnishes the article of food; the seed of this species is
about the size and much the shape of the large
sunflower; they are nutricious [sicl and not unpleasant
when roasted or boiled 8
The seeds are, in fact, quite good, like a small version of the pinon
pine seed. They'll never supplant the seeds of pinon pines for me,
though, since they are a third the size and tedious to unshell Agnes
didn't recall ever eating ponderosa seeds, though she did remember
eating the large seeds of a pine in the Mission Mountains, most likely
the white-barked pine.
Though tribal members seldom use the ponderosa as a source of food
anymore, they still use certain ponderosas as sources of healing, both
spiritual and physical One pine honored by the Salish and Kootenai
stands within a few feet of highway 93 on the east side of the
Bitterroot Valley, between the towns of Darby and Sula. This pine,
called the Ram's Horn Tree, was described in many early journals,
including that of Hudson Bay Company trader Alexander Ross, who wrote
this entry on March 11, 1824:
3Thwaite3,5:4.
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Out of one of the pines
and about five feet from the
ground, is growing up with the tree a ram's head, with
the horns still attached to it,.. almost the horn of one
of the horns, and more than half of the head is buried in
the tree.; but most of the other horn, and part of the head
protrudes out at least a foot.9

Flathead Indians 3tand beside Ram's Horn Tree. Photograph taken about 1921
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At the time Ross saw the ponderosa, it was less than two feet in
diameter Now it is over three feet across, between three and four
^George F Weisel, Jr., "The Rams Horn Tree and other Medicine Trees of the Flathead
Indians." Reprint from
1°Weisel,

3.

Thei*k>ntena i"tsgszineofHistory , J u l y 1 9 5 1 , 5 .
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hundred years old, and the horns are no longer visible, enclosed in the
pine's heartwood.11

For the Salish, Nez Perce, and Kootenai indians,

the pine offers good medicine, good luck, to those who earnestly seek it
by making the pine meaningful offerings.
Agnes Vanderberg said, "You have to give the tree something you really
like. You don't give something you don't want no more. I go down with
the young people. They tie all their gifts together and climb up the hill
and throw them way up into the tree."
Agnes and other Flathead indians go to the Ram's Horn Tree twice a
year "Once in the spring takes care of us for the summer Once in the
fall takes care of us for the winter," she says. The pine's power to heal
and bring good luck is intertwined with the mythology of how it came
into being, retold in this version around 1920One day while the Coyote was traveling, he accidently stepped
on something which cried out painfully. "Oh. you have broken my
leg! i was just about warning you of some danger of which you
area/most within reach. But as you have injured me. i will not."
As the Coyote looked down, he saw a poor little lark with a
broken leg. "1 did not mean it," said the Coyote pitifully. "Do not
worry, 1 will heal it for you," so he did so magically.
"Well now, listen," said the lark. "A little ways farther on you
11Some

historians argue over whether this tree was, in fact, the original medicine tree
described in early journals. But those who should know, the Salish and Kootenai, say that
it is, and samples of material taken from a scar on the north side of the tree contained
material from a sheep'3 horn.
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will hear someone col ling you. ft is the Mountain Sheep Buck,
who kills everyone who yoes by as he is very quick end powerful,
and when you meet him you must he very watchful for he may
kill you."
"Thank you," said the Coyote, "1 will see if 1 don't put an end to
that wickedheast." And so Coyote went on and a little ways
farther he heard someone calling. "Coyote come this way " He
went on until he saw the Mountain Sheep Suck coming down to
meet him. They Poth walked up to each other until they were
very close together, then they stood watching each other closely
The Buck said in a warning voice, 'What right have you to tread
over my private land without my consent? Whoever does so, it
will cost him his life." "is that so," said the Coyote, "and have
you killed many already?" "Certainly " said the Mountain Sheep
Buck, "countlessnumbers of them." "is that so, "said the Coyote,
"you must he very powerful." "Certainly i am, "said the Mountain
Sheep Buck. "Well," said the Coyote, "let me see how powerful
you are with those horns. Strike this pine and let me see how
deep they will go into it."
"During all this time, the Coyote had his eyes pretty close. "AH
right," said the Mountain Sheep Buck, and suddenly jumped up and
struck for it, and struck it way high above the trunk with one of
his horns deep into the tree, and before he could get himself off,
the Coyote was right there, holding fast to the tree.
The next moment Coyote drew his great flint knife and cut off
the head of the Mountain Sheep Buck, and the body dropped to the
ground. Then he cut off the head from the horns which were
stuck in the tree, then the head dropped to theground. He took
the head and body and threw them up on the hillside. They
splashed on the rocks and they only left a print carved on the
rocks- -a human face, looking towards the horn stuck in the tree.
After this was done, the Coyote stood by the tree and said, "in
the future generation this tree will be a Medicine Tree to all
tribes. "!2
12From

material collected around 1920 by Mr3. A. J. Gibson, of Missoula, Montana.
Weisel.. 6-7.
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Offerings 3t the Ram's Horn Tree

Agnes described how the Salish also used the ponderosa for physical
medicine. She said, "When a person's feeling not so good, they take a
piece of the tree and bring it in the sweathouse. The person that pours
the water, they put the piece in the steam. The needles get how, like
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wires. The person hits their body like this." She flicked her hand over
her shoulder and down her arm. "It helps aches. After the sweathouse,
they put the piece over the door. The person that poured the water
burns the piece later."
Ponderosa poultices also helped reduce swelling and lance boils.
In his June 5th, 1806 journal entry, Captain Lewis describes the
poultice he used to treat a Shoshone child's swollen neck: "I applied a
plaster of sarve {salve] made of the rozen of the long leafed pine,
Beaswax and Bears oil mixed, which has subsided the inflomation
entirely.. ,"13
Anthropologist Harry Holbert Turney-High wrote in 1937 that
Flathead women drank ponderosa bark extract to induce laborOne of the first medicines the midwife administered [to
a woman nearing laborl was the powdered bark of a pine
tree which had been loosened from the tree by a
lightening bolt . This was given to the patient in the
form of a hot tea and its purpose was to hasten the
delivery.14
Agnes dismissed this account however, saying, "Oh, well, people—
13Thvaites,

5:109
,4Harry Holbert Turney-High, "The Flathead Indiana of Montana." ftemoirsoft/#
American Anthropologics} Association *48, (Menasha, Wl- American Anthropological
Association, 1937), 67
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they like to tell stories. I've never heard that."
"One thing though/ she said. "My mother, she used to take the new
Duds off the tree. She peeled them like this—"Agnes motioned with her
fingers—"until she got to the green. She'd take a piece of buckskin and
put the buds on it and . .." She moved her hand as if grinding with a
pestle. "Then she'd add beargrease. You'd use Vaseline now," she said
with a grin.
"And what did she use it for?"
"For her hair," Agnes said, patting her head. "For shine."

Watching the needles on the ponderosas at Council Grove glint like
water droplets in the sunlight, 1 had no doubt that the buds, capsules of
a new year's growth, can make hair shine. As ! sat one spring day on the
sandy bank of the Clark Fork River that slides through the grove, I
peeled a pine bud as Agnes described, as women may have done on this
bank two hundred years ago. There beneath the sticky brown scales that
protected it through a cold winter were the soft, yellow-green
beginnings of one of this year's needles.
From the tip of the branch where 1 had plucked the bud hung a clear,
gleaming drop of sap. 1 dipped my finger in it and licked the thick resin.
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For a moment I tasted nothing, just warm smoothness, then got the
strong sense—part taste, part smell—of bitter pears. The bitterness
overpowered the sweet for my tastebuds used to tamer tastes, and I
washed the flavor away with water.
Vet it was not so long ago when the taste on my tongue was familiar
to and eagerly anticipated by many of the people of this land. And it
was not so long ago, just half a ponderosa's lifetime, that the Salish
lived in the Council Grove area and throughout the Bitterroot Valley.
Without some sort of connection to times before our own, an event that
occurred a century ago is as distant as one a thousand years past, in
Council Grove, the pines are that connection. Thousands of living beings
witnessed the treaty gathering 140 years ago, but only the pines now
remain.
Walking among the pines in Council Grove one spring day, watching
ducks glide through reeds in the eddies of the river, feeling the bursts
of sun through breaks in the canopy, it was difficult to imagine anything
but peaceful days here. Instead of the sounds of tense voices defining
treaty boundaries and conditions amidst a great crowd of people, the
pines and I were surrounded by the loud hammerings of flickers, the
spring songs of red-winged blackbirds and robins, and the occasional

rumble of machinery in the distance. But Council Grove's thick-trunked
pines, witnesses to the passage of a dozen or more human generations,
connect me to lives beyond my own, to those who held council here over
a century ago.

Gold Creek's Last Stand
"Drive seven miles up Gold Creek Road. Just before the bridge over
Gold Creek there's a road to the left. You'll have to park" there and ski in.
The Primm place is just a mile and a half up that road. You can t miss
it," said Chuck Seeley, forester for Champion international
"Can you see the ranch house from the road?"
"No, but you'll see it once you ski down into the meadow where the
trees are."
I drove from Missoula to Gold Creek one late-March day to find a
160-acre piece of land known as the Primm ranch, where some of the
finest old poriderosas in western Montana were said to grow The
prospect of finding yellowbelly pines up Gold Creek was intriguing not
only because stands of ancient pines are quite rare these days, but also
because the whole Gold Creek drainage is owned by Champion
international Corporation, which runs the largest private logging
operation in Montana. Gold Creek is infamous in western Montana for its
cut-and-run look, with thousands of acres of clearcuts and few seed
73
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trees to promote regeneration.
—
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Map of Gold Creek area

As I drove the seven-mile dirt stretch of Gold Creek Road, 1 found it
hard to imagine an ancient ponderosa stand in the drainage. Loggers had
successfully removed virtually all trees with diameters greater than
nine or ten inches. The hillsides were a patchwork of clearcuts and
scraggy new growth.
That timber companies sought out and cut the Gold Creek trees is not
surprising; the lower portion of Gold Creek and much of the upper
reaches, to an altitude of about 4,500 feet, is prime ponderosa habitat,
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warm and dry. Lodgepole pines covered the colder, north-facing slopes,
and Douglas-firs and larches grew along the ridge tops and moist
ravines.1 Until 25 years ago, though, most of the drainage's forests
were primeval and uncut.
In the 1890s, the Big Blackfoot Milling Company began to cut largediameter ponderosas in the lower drainage. Early logging operations in
mixed stands of Douglas-fir, ponderosa, and larch often focused cutting
on old pines, whose wood was the most valuable of the three.2 Horse
teams then hauled the pine logs down to the Blackfoot river, where they
were floated nine miles downstream to the company's mill in Bonner.
Because there were no roads up Gold Creek at the time and long
distance hauling of logs overland was difficult, the company's logging
operations extended little more than a mile up the drainage.3
1 Charles

Seeley, Forester for Champion International corporation. Personal interview,
5 April 1989.

2 ln a

July-August 1989 price report for logs in western Montana, old ponderosas (over
200 years) were worth roughly $217 per thousand board feet(TBF), while Douglas-fir
and larch both sold for $157 per TBF Young pondero333, known in the timber industry
as bull pines, yield wood that is worth much less than old pine since it is weaker and
contai ns many knots, selli ng for $ 146 per TBF t'iontena Extension Forestry Digest. 7: 4
(Ju1y-Augu3t 1988), 16.
3Joseph Sieminsky, retired Anaconda and Champion International employee. Personal
interview, 12 April 1989
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Hauling ponderosa logs from the Bitter root Valley around 1900.
(Mansfield Library Archives)

Anaconda Copper Mining Company (ACM) bought the Big Blackfoot
Milling Company in 1898 and with it Gold Creek. At that time.
ponderosa was in great demand in mining towns, particularly Butte,
where the logs were used to fuel the copper smelters and to construct
mine timbers, railroad ties, and the many new buildings needed during
the boomtown days. ACM used roughly 40 million board feet—over 8000
truckloads—of timber, mostly ponderosa, each year just to maintain the
frames in its mine tunnels.4
4 P hi1ip

Johnson. Logging Rail roodsof the Anaconda Copper {"fining Company in
t-tontana. (Unpublished rnanuscri pt, University of Montana, 1979), 1
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Since the early 1900s, Anaconda had considered and attempted
various means of reaching Gold Creek's valuable timber higher up in the
drainage. At that time, one of the most common methods of hauling
timber was by railroad, and Anaconda and other logging companies built
thousands of miles of track through Montana's forestlarids to retrieve
the trees.
In Gold Creek, the company tried to run railroad tracks up the
drainage, but was stopped by a rocky escarpment just two or three
miles up the drainage. Later, Anaconda made plans to dam upper Gold
Creek and build a flume to float the logs down to the Blackfoot River.
Though they went as far as to draw up plans for both dam and flume,
Anaconda eventually abandoned the plan because of its cost and
complexity.5
Not until the late 1950s was Anaconda able to build a road up through
the Gold Creek drainage. In I960, the company began logging, and over
the next twenty years, cut many of the original stands of ponderosa
pine, Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, and larch from the Gold Creek
drainage.
Anaconda sold their timber lands in 1972 to Champion International
5 Sieminsky,

12 April 1989
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Corporation. In the late 1970s, Champion began what they called an
"accelerated, liquidation program" of their large-diameter trees.6
Champion was not alone in this decision to cut remaining ancient trees.;
most private timber companies—including the state's second-largest,
Plum Creek —launched similar campaigns.

Clear cut along Gold Creek Road

From a dollars-and-cents analysis, old trees are a high-risk, lowyield investment. They generally grow more slowly than younger trees
bDick

Manning, "Timber Liquidation was a Boardroom Decision,"

1988,8-6.

/ifssoufitfi, 16 Oct.
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and are more vulnerable to disease and insects. So from a profit
perspective, it made sense for the companies to cut the big trees and
invest the profits in more lucrative assets.
As a result of this successful program, Champion estimates that less
than one percent of their lands, totaling 350,000 acres, hold trees
greater than nine inches in diameter Only eight percent of their land
still contains trees of merchantable size.7 All along the seven-mile
drive up Gold Creek Road were signs of the liquidation program, threeand four-foot stumps jutting through the snow on clearcut hillsides.
In a more wooded area before the Gold Creek bridge, I parked my car
and began to ski up the adjoining logging road. As I reached and went
beyond what I estimated to be at least a mile and a half, I began to
think that 1 had missed a turn somewhere, that one of the intersecting
logging roads 1 had skied past was the road to the Primm ranch.
Then 1 saw what I could not miss—below a stretch of cut-over land,
a stand of tall trees down the hill to my left. From their crowns, I
could see that they were mainly ponderosas with a few Douglas firs
mixed in. A path angled down the hill, and 1 glided slowly down into
paradise. On the flat meadow ahead was Gold Creek's last ancient pine
7 Dick

Manning, "Expanded Harvest Means Future Shortage," t'tissouiisn, 16 Oct.

1988.B-1
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stand, one of the last stands of its kind in western Montana. Reflecting
the sunlight of the warm. late-March day, the roan-colored trunks
glowed like embers against the snow
Many of the pines were over four feet in diameter and most stood at
least thirty yards apart from one another in the forty-acre meadow I
have heard that the old pine stands were so spacious that people used to
drive their Model Ts through them with little trouble. At the Primm
ranch, a small plane, let alone a Model T, could maneuver among the
pines. Here at last was a savannah-like stand of ponderosas like the
ones I had heard once existed in Montana

The Primm Ranch ponderosa grove in the Gold Creek drainage.
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Many of the old trees had long and deep fire scars on their trunks,
remnants of 300-400 years of periodic fires. Sun-warmed trunks had
melted the snow around them, revealing low-growing kinnikinnick and
bunchgrass. No shrubs poked through the snow-covered ground beneath
the pines. In fact, little interrupted the smooth layer of snow, my skis
made the first noticeable tracks in the grove.
Scattered among the live trees were pine stumps where Champion had
cut snags to maintain the stand's manicured, park-like appearance. That
any big pines, dead or alive, remain in this cut-over drainage is a
paradox that even Champion officials find hard to explain.
The story of the Primm ranch began a century ago when, during the
1890s, Frank and Edna Parker homesteaded the 160 acres that make up
the preserit-day ranch. They built a home there and survived by raising
potatoes, hay, and beef cattle. At times, even survival must have been
difficult; in 1926, the Parkers sold the timber rights for all 160 acres
to the Anaconda Copper Mining Company.
Twelve years later, a Texas couple, Charlie and Mahala Primm, bought
the ranch to get away from the dust bowl, so the story goes, and find a
home in the clear-aired mountains.8 Many tales surround the Primms'
s E1izabeth

Hawthorne , "A Short Study of the Primm Property and its Potential as a

tumultuous marriage; some say Mahala gave Charlie such a hard time
that he hitched a ride down Gold Creek Road one day and never returned.
However their separation came about, in 1951 Charlie deeded his share
of the land to Mahala.

One of the Primrns' barns serves as backdrop for this three-foot diameter ponderosa.

Recreation Area," Unpublished report for Department of Fish and Game (Missoula,
Montana, 1977), 4.
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Mahala lived on the ranch, often alone,sometimes with her only son
Morris, for the next twenty years, surviving by harvesting hay in the
pine meadow and grazing livestock. This in itself was no easy task,
since she had to avoid gathering pine needles with the cut hay.
Ponderosa needles can make cows abort their calves, particularly if
eaten during the last few months of pregnancy.9 In severe cases, the
needles' toxins can kill both cow and calf
But Mahala survived these difficulties and more, living without
electricity and running water, and isolated during much of the snowy
winter months. In the mid-1970's, Mahala's only son Morris moved her
from the ranch into a nursing home in Missoula where she died in 1977
at age 79
After Mahala died, several groups, particularly Montana Fish and
Game Department (now Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks) and the Nature
Conservancy, looked into buying the land and the timber rights to
preserve the old trees. A timber cruise performed in the mid-seventies
estimated the forty acre stand of old pines to be worth $225,000 on the
stump. Neither the Fish and Game Department nor the Nature
9

A.H. Stevenson, Lynn F James, and Jay W Call "Pine-needle (Finnsponderosa) induced abortion in range cattle." Cornell Veterinarian 42 (1972): 520.
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Conservancy could afford to buy the land and timber rights, so in 1979,
Morris Primm sold the ranch to Champion International
Had Champion, and earlier Anaconda, wanted to log the Prirnm ranch
pines, they could have done so at any time since they bought the timber
deed in 1926. That they have not yet done so is puzzling, to say the
least.
After I960, the pines were accessible and records show that
Anaconda planned to harvest them. In 1953, a Soil Conservation Service
study of the area stated:

The magnificent stand of ponderosa pine on the farm is
owned by Anaconda Copper Mining Company which plans
to harvest them in the next few years. This will help
improve some of the hayland by eliminating pine needles
in the hay.10

Anaconda may have delayed logging the pines in part because of the
abundance of large trees elsewhere. Now that Champion has cut most of
its merchantable timber, the pressure to cut these remaining pines
seems far greater But according to Chuck Seeley, the company now
maintains the ranch as a natural scenic area and plans to continue to do
10 Hawthorne,

7.
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so.11
When asked if he felt that the Primm pines were in danger of being
cut, Tom Greenwood of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, who pushed in the late
70s to have the ranch made into a state park, said that he felt that the
pines were safe for now "They'd be the last trees cut, just before the
company closed its doors," he said.12 This assurance rings somewhat
hollow, considering Champion's financial troubles in recent years and
recent discussions of closing some of the company's Montana
operations.

Between the old pine grove and the seven small buildings that make
up the ranch, encircled by a wrought-iron fence, stands the headstone
for Mahala Primm. Though i have never seen a picture of her, I imagine
her late in life as pine-like, with deeply furrowed, ruddy skin, and a
crown of wispy, wind-tossed hair flashing silver in the sun. I like to
think that it was, as some people claim, her independent spirit and
devotion to the land that protected the pines and protects them still.
After leaving the Primm ranch, I stopped to eat my lunch on a wooden
1 ^eeley,

personal interview, 5 April 1989
Thomas Greenwood, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, telephone
interview, 12 April 1989.
12

bridge over Gold Creek. As I sat there, a dipper winged past my dangling
legs and landed on a rock in the middle of the stream. Bobbing up and
down, as if dancing to some hidden music, the dipper pecked at morsels
on the rock, and disappeared upstream.
Most of Gold Creek looks dead and beaten, but the dipper and the
Primm Ranch pines remind me that the land still lives, in spite of
twenty-five years of clearcutting. At the ranch ! had seen what the
land around Gold Creek could create, if given time to heal and centuries
to nurture new trees. Fluorescent yellow-green lichen grew on the
wooden slats of the bridge where I sat, beginning the slow process of
returning the wood to the earth. And around the drainage, in many of
the clearcuts, pine seedlings pushed through the broken soil

Creating with the Pine
Head bent over my work at the kitchen table, i sit at midnight
•wrapping the inner coils of a pine needle basket. I hadn't meant to stay
up so late, but each coil I add makes me want to see another, and each
small addition requires careful , patient work. I am a newcomer at this
art, my stitches slow, and I pause often to admire and smell the damp,
spiraling needles.
Across the Clark Fork River from where I sit weaving, the sawmill at
White Pine Sash Company, Montana's last mill work plant, is quiet.
Until this year, the second-shift mill workers would have been just
getting off work, punching in their timecards as I fold up my work in a
plastic bag and store it in the refrigerator Now the mill often runs
only a daytime shift so I am alone in my late-night creating with the
pine.
Both White Pine Sash and I use the ponderosa to craft useful and
beautiful things. I make coiled baskets from the pine's needles, the mill
makes window sashes from the pine's heartwood. Each process reveals
part of the pine's beauty, inner and outer—its curves and straight lines,
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smooth surfaces and rough.
Pine-needle basket making begins in a pine grove in late summer and
early fall Here, I gather the fallen, browned needles while they are at
their best. After lying under snow all winter, pine needles in spring are
often covered with small, black, mold spots. By the end of the summer,
a fresh, dry batch of needles has fallen, perfect for basket-making.
I should qualify that, though—not all needles are perfect. !n basketmaking, the longer the needles are the better. There's no easy rule for
finding long needles; their length seems independent of the size of the
tree.' I've seen some yellowbellies with five-inch needles and others
with needles over twice as long. Pines with needles on the shorter end
of the scale seem more common, but sometimes in the midst of a shortneedled grove, I've found a lone pine surrounded by a bed of long, elegant
needles that would make any pine basket maker drop to his knees. To
make a grapefruit-sized basket, I gather four or five ounces of needles,
a bundle about two inches around.
To find good trees for making sash, the White Pine Sash Company
searches out the remaining large-diameter ponderosas of western
1 Needle

length seems more dependent on growing conditions than on the age of the tree.
Pines in warm, moist, well-drained sites tend to have longer needles that those growing in
very dry sites.

Montana. Though the name suggests otherwise, the plant mills only
ponderosa pine. The original White Pine Sash Company was located in
Spokane, Washington, near prime western white pine country. Western
white pine yields some of the finest, most easily workable lumber of
any western pine and, because of this, was logged heavily in the early
part of the century. When White Pine Sash moved its operations to
Missoula, where few white pines grow, it kept its name, though it
exclusively mills the more readily available ponderosa. Top-quality
ponderosa lumber, which is nearly as light and clear-grained as white
pine wood, sometimes goes by the commercial name "Ponderosa white
pine" or simply "white pine."
Quality, in pine wood, is measured by the number and size of defects-knots, pitch pockets, and rot. The best lumber, called "grade B or
better," has none of these defects. This wood comes only from the outer
layers of a large diameter pine, usually from the lowest forty to sixty
feet of the pine's trunk. Because knots form wherever branches stick
out from the main trunk, the pine produces clear-grained wood once the
lower branches die and slough off.
Young ponderosa wood differs so much in quality from that of slowgrowing mature pines that the timber industry calls it by another name,
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as if it were from a different species. Fast-growing young ponderosas,
called bull pines, still retain many of their lower branches so their
wood is knotty throughout. After milling, bull pine lumber often twists
and warps because the large cells of the juvenile wood are less
structurally stable than the compact cells of slow-growing wood.2
I walked through the White Pine Sash mill one afternoon with Duane
Duff, the company's vice president of manufacturing. We began in the
yard behind the mill where logs between one and four feet in diameter
were piled. Pointing over to an open field near the stacked logs, Duane
said that, in good years,, those fields were filled with logs for milling.

Logs of mature ponderosa in White Pine Sash Company yard
^Edwin Burke, personal interview, 24 February 1989.
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The fields haven't been full in several years; large-diameter ponderosas
are no longer so easy to come by.
Back in the early 1900s, when yellowbellies lined the warm, dry:
slopes of every drainage in the Bitterroot, Mission, and Swan Valleys in
western Montana, when large-diameter pines were as common as
bunchgrass, settlers logged and used the big trees with abandon. Many
of the trees, with clear-grained wood for which White Pine Sash
searches far and wide, were split for firewood to fuel mills and
smelters. The high-quality wood was so plentiful that the army used to
insist on ammunition boxes made of yellow pine of grade B or better
As the story goes, soldiers often used the ammunition boxes once and
then burned them 3
High-quality pines require at least 200 years to mature. Most
clearcutting of big, mature pines has occurred in the last 75 years, so it
will be at least another 125 years before new yellowbellies mature on
those lands. But the chances of second-growth trees being left to grow
for this long are slim. Logging companies cut their pine stands as soon
as they reach merchantable size—in Montana that will take sixty to a
hundred years—so the pines never reach maturity. Though trees are a
3 Duane

Duff, vice president of manufacturing. Personal interview, 20 April 1989.
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renewable resource, large-diameter pines, given present logging
practices, are not.
With virtually all mature ponderosas cut from lands owned by
Montana's two largest private timber companies, Champion
International and Plum Creek, mills like White Pine Sash increasingly
rely on the Forest Service to offer mature trees for sale. But the supply
of yellowbelly pines on Forest Service lands is dwindling as well, and
White Pine Sash has had to extend its search for ponderosas into Idaho.
In spite of this, the mill still ships out parts for some 3,500 windows
every day—close to a million a year—requiring roughly 3,500
truckloads of logs.
As I gather ponderosa needles for my baskets, I hold them in bundles
with a rubber band around each end to keep them straight. When I am
ready to make a basket, I wash the needles in soapy water and then let
them soak in clear water until they are flexible enough to bend without
breaking. They must not soak too long, though, or they will absorb too
much water. When the basket dries, such soggy needles shrink and the
basket becomes floppy.
Like a pine grove after a summer rain, the kitchen begins to fill with
pine scent after the needles have soaked for a while. The pine needles
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smell plney long after the basket Is finished and dry, and I often lift the
top off a covered pine basket on my kitchen table to inhale the rich
scent stored inside.
The pine logs, too, are dropped into water—a large holding pondbefore going to the mill The pond is not used to soak the logs, though,
it provides an easy, though out-dated, way of transporting the logs to
the debarking machine which draws thick-barked trunks in one side and
pushes barkless logs out the other.
The stripped logs then drop back into the holding pond and float to the
first mill saw, called the headrig. As we watched the saw slice through
a three-foot diameter log, Duane noted the prices that each cut piece
would bring when fully machined. "That's $1900 per thousand board feet
right there," he said as the headrig sliced off a flawless piece. The next
piece showed a few lines of pitch where the tree may have been
damaged by insects. "Now we're down to $1500." The center of the
logs, worth the least, was cut for two-by-fours, to be sold for
construction work. Some of the centers of the old pines were dark and
rotted; these were sent to another machine to be ground into sawdust.
Milling works from outside in; each cut of the saw unveils heartwood
closer to the tree's core. It is a process of making curves straight, of
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making rounded edges angular Of all Montana softwoods still abundant
enough to log, ponderosa yields best to this manipulation, not
splintering or cracking the way other woods, like Douglas-fir and
Western hemlock, do. To create sashes, the mill reduces the original
round, several-ton log into hundreds of straight, smooth-sided,
identically shaped rectangles.

Pine 1og3 in the holding pond, before and after debarking.

Weaving a coil basket, works from center of the circle, spiraling
outward. I work new needles in gradually, tucking their ends inside the
coil, each needle merging with the one before it to form a single.
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continuous spiral. Hundreds of straight needles form one round basket-the whole is more than its individual parts--concentric bands
radiating from the center like growth rings in a pine's heartwood. I
decide the basket's shape as I make it, the resulting basket is always a
surprise.

Basket beginnings: these innermost coil3 will form the base of the basket. The
brown needles to the right are not yet ready for U3e since they need to be soaked
and to have their dark sheaths removed.

Each creating process involves motions performed over and over in
practiced motion. I thread a soaked piece of raffia, a palm fiber that
binds the pine needles in place, on my sewing needle and push it through

the coil where I left off, wrapping the raffia around the loose pine
needles at the coil's end. Back through the coil beneath, a little further
ahead this time, and around again. My fingers ache from pulling the wet
sewing needle through the tight coils, my neck from bending over so
intently. 1 add new needles as the loose end thins; the spiral slowly
grows. 1 look, up from my work once and the clock reads nine o'clock;
again in just a few moments' time, and the hands have spun forward to
eleven.
White Pine Sash, like most factories, runs on repetition of
movements. Each person does a single job, some for as many as forty
years, movements are fluid and mechanical. In one big room, a row of
workers stand by small saws they operate with their knees, cutting the
knots from long boards and dropping the clear-grained pieces on a
conveyer belt that carries them to a revolving circular table. Here, six
men and women sort the boards according to size, moving quickly,
paced by the roll of conveyer belts. Scrap wood glides to the sawdustmaking machine; short, clear pieces to the finger-jointing machine.
Dollies carry sorted lumber to the final milling rooms from which they
emerge as window parts. The entire room rolls in practiced motion to
the vibrations of droning machinery and whining saws.
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Using the panel of switches in front of him, this man programs a saw to cut each board along
1ine3 that will yield the longest pieces of clear-grained wood possible.

Though both the White Pine Sash workers arid I face repetition in our
work with the ponderosa, the work we do differs profoundly. For me,
the repetition is voluntary; I make baskets for the pleasure of making
them—the pleasure of gathering the needles on a warm autumn day, of
smelling the moist needles in my kitchen sink, of designing the basket's
shape, of creating a beautiful container from a handful of dead needles.
I don't know that 1 could ever sell one of my baskets. They take so long
t.o make that even at minimum wage, the baskets would be too expensive
for most people, so I simply give them away as I make them.
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7 too had irwen a kind of basket of a delicate texture,,

but I had not made it worth any one's
h'We to buy them. Yet, not tbe less, in my case, did1 think it worth my while to weave
them.

"

4

-Henry David Thoreau

White Pine Sash is creating from the ponderosa to make a profit, the
workers carry out repetitive motions out of necessity, to make a living.
Though the mill as a whole is involved in the process of transforming a
newly cut tree into a nearly finished product (the sashes are sent
elsewhere for assembly), each worker participates in only a small
fragment of the work and, in the course of the work day, never sees the
finished product he or she is helping to create.
As White Pine Sash's supply of logs declines, the milling process
4"Economy,"

Yr'alden (New York: Peebles, n.d.). 15.

becomes even more fragmented. Now that the sawmill runs on only one
shift, the mill gets much of its sash lumber pre-cut from other lumber
mills, original logs and headrig operators unknown. While the
assembly-line structure of the mill is no doubt more efficient and
profitable than if every worker were building sash from raw logs, it
sacrifices the sense of fulfillment that comes from beginning and
completing a project, rather than carrying out one step of the process
and passing the work on for others to complete.
in my work weaving baskets, I too miss out on complete fulfillment
in the creating process because I allow others to do one stage of the
work for me. In the baskets I have made so far, I have bound the pine
needles together with raffia that I bought at a weaving shop. Not only
is the raffia gathered and prepared by someone else, but it also come
from the island of Madagascar, thousands of miles from ponderosa
habitat. I regret this aspect of my weaving; it diminishes the resulting
basket inestimably, and I am experimenting with local, natural
substitutes for it, like beargrass and dogbane. The Yorok indians of
northern California used the long, pliable rootlets of the ponderosa to
wrap around hazelwood or willow branches, making exquisite coiled
baskets.5 A basket made solely from ponderosa needles and rootlets
5Sandra

C. Newman, iadimBasket Weaving (Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1974) ,32.
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would fully reflect the land from which the materials came. When I
create such a basket, my work will be completely satisfying.
Though many Northwest Indian tribes made coil baskets., none used
ponderosa needles to make the coils, using instead longer, thicker
fibers like willow, sumac, cattail, and sweetgrass. Pine needle
basketry is a relatively new craft, begun little more than a century
ago.6 Indians of western Montana made baskets, but mainly from
wide pieces of folded cedar bark held together with hemp or sticks, the
best baskets for holding and storing berries.
Like pine needle basketry, milling with ponderosa is a relatively new
craft, practiced only since the late 1800s. The conveyer belts at White
Pine Sash have been rolling since 1920, when the company moved to
Missoula, in those days, the heydays of milling in Montana, ponderosa
was used for making almost anything that required wood—furniture,
vehicles, scientific instruments, faucets, saddles, cabinets, and
panelling.7
Now WPS is the only one of four original mill work plants left in
6The

first basket made totally of pine needles and held together with cotton thread was
made in Georgia, about the time of the Civil War. Jeannie McFarland, Pine Needle Raffia
Basketry (Oregon, Midstate Printing, 1987),1
7 R. N. Cunni ngham, S. V Fullawag, Jr., and C. N. Whitneg, Montana Forest and Timber
Hand/ml' (Missoula: Missoulian Publishing, 1926), 72.
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Montana, the rest out-competed by other building materials or unable to
pay competitive labor rates. Milling large-diameter ponderosas is a
craft that is dying less than a century after it began. Big pines are
disappearing and, with them, their long stretches of clear-grained
wood. White Pine Sash recently bought veneering equipment to stretch
the amount of flawless sashes they can make from a single big log.
These machines can slice sheets of pine as thin as one-sixteenth of an
inch and glue them over knotty or finger-jointed lumber. But the
veneer is just that, a thin veil over a deeper problem, and the company
foresees switching to other tree species in the future when it can no
longer find old ponderosas to mill
In a well-made coil basket, the beginning and end of the coil
disappear, the basket spirals outward and back on itself endlessly. The
basket mirrors the circular patterns of the tree from which it is made-circles of heartwood, spirals of winged seeds, cycles of growth from
seedling to decayed log. As I connect the coils of my pine needle
basket, I am, in turn, connected with these spiraling patterns and with
the centuries of basket weavers who knew and practiced these patterns
before rne.

Living Among Old Ponderosas
At the foot of the Sapphire Mountains down the Bitterroot Valley in
western Montana, along a tributary of the Bitterroot River called
Sawmill Creek, lies a 155-acre parcel of land that the Forest Service
has set aside as a Research Natural Area (RNA). RNAs preserve
representative and unique natural communities for education and
scientific research, and the RNA at Sawmill Creek represents a mature
ponderosa/Douglas-t'ir community.
Situated primarily on a south-facing slope steep enough to protect it
from logging in years past, the Sawmill Creek RNA is prime ponderosa
habitat, ¥/ell-drained and hot and dry enough to deter Douglas-fir from
growing anywhere but the moist ravines. The pines that grow here are
large and widely-spaced, many of them fire scarred at their bases.
Though the slope exceeds forty percent in places, a dense mat of
grasses beneath the pines holds the soil in place. These grasses feed
white-tailed deer and elk, whose droppings are scattered across the
hillsides. Among the big trees stand many dead snags, riddled
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with the excavations of pileated woodpeckers searching for carpenter
ants and building nest holes. Woodpeckers prefer to make their nests in
large-diameter ponderosa and larch, rather than Douglas-firs, and in
this forest, almost half the trees are ponderosas.1

Ponderosa snag at Sawmill Creek

Flammulated owls and northern flying squirrels take advantage of
the woodpeckers" work., moving into abandoned nest sites. Thumping the
base of a ponderosa snag one day to see If it sounded hollow, I must
'William C. Aney, "The Effects of Patch Size on Bird Communities of Remnant OldGrowth Pine Stands in Western Montana" (Master's Thesis, University of Montana,

1984), 76.
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have awakened the nocturnal occupants, for two flying squirrels poked
their heads from a hole about thirty feet up and gazed curiously down at
me. Though I saw no signs of them as I walked through the Sawmill
Creek RNA, fishers, martens, and wolverines also build dens in pine
snags, and bald eagles, goshawks, barred and saw-whet owls, ospreys
and merlins nest and roost among the dead branches 2
Some of the snags in the drainage had, months or years back, crashed
to the earth, leaving a swath of blue sky and sunlight in their wake. The
fallen trees continued to decay on the ground, hosting dozens of species
of bacteria, fungi, and insects that break down the organic material.
The rotting logs also soak up vast reserves of water in their nowspongy heartwood and lend cover to small rodents like the western
jumping mouse and the red-backed vole that are preyed upon by owls arid
raptors.
In the openings created by the fallen trees, dozens of ponderosa and
Douglas-fir seedlings crowd together, competing for space, water, and
light. Some may die in creeping groundfires, most in the shade of more
successful seedlings. Those that survive will eventually become part of
the forest canopy. Ecologists call such a forest as this—with large2James

Habeck, "Old-Growth Forests in the Northern Rocky Mountains," Natural Areas
Journal 8 (July 1988) 210.
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diameter living trees, standing snags, fallen logs, and maturing young
trees—an old-growth forest, a once-widespread forest ecosystem.3

Sawmill Creek RNA
3Because

of the negative conotations of the term "old-growth," groups encouraging

preservation of these communities prefer to call the forests 'ancient."
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Surrounding this RNA are hundreds of acres of logged land, much of it.
forested with small trees. The steep-sloped ravines were clearcut then
terraced with bulldozers and planted with ponderosa seedlings in the
1960s. Clearcutting in these adjacent lands removed virtually all old
trees and snags, and when the forests regenerated, they did so in evenaged stands.

•p \ _

Fire-scarred pine in the Sawmill Creek RNA with a terraced clearcut on opposite slope.
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In the last twenty years, the seedlings have grown to between eight
and twenty feet tall. At this slow rate of growth, it will be hundreds
of years before those seedlings grow large enough to attract and
support the plants and animals that live among big pines.
Without large snags, pileated woodpeckers cannot excavate nest
cavities, so the clearcut and newly regenerated forests lose most
members of this species, along with the associated flammulated owl
and northern flying squirrel

Wolverines, martens, fishers, bald eagles,

ospreys, and merlins rarely nest in young trees, so they, too, disappear
from the second-growth forests. Loggers often reduce to chips or burn
any logs left after clearcutting, removing the reservoirs of water and
organisms stored in downed logs.
Cut off from other old-growth areas by clearcuts, small stands of
old-growth ponderosas like the Sawmill Creek. RNA become islands for
the plants and animals living in them. For mobile species like pileated
woodpeckers, this isolation is not so critical, since they can fly from
one old-growth patch to the next. But for small mammals like flying
squirrels, and for reptiles, amphibians, and plants, separation of
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populations into isolated islands means smaller gene pools and more
inbreeding, a situation that can decrease a population's ability to adapt
to disease and climatic change 5
In Montana, we have preserved some beautiful old pines like the
state's biggest pine up Fish Creek. But we need more than isolated,
beautiful trees. Illuminated by ripples of sunlight reflected from the
creek, the Fish Creek pine is spectacular, but it is only that—a
spectacle, a magnificent road-side attraction. Like the last passenger
pigeon living out its days in the Cincinatti 200, the pine is a relic, out
of place in the clearcuts and second-growth stands that cover the rest
of the Fish Creek drainage. It is an old-aged tree, but is no longer a part
of an old-growth forest.
Similarly, the beautiful stand of ponderosas at the Primm ranch in
Gold Creek is spectacular, but largely lifeless—old-aged, but not oldgrowth. Kept tidy and cleared of snags, fallen logs, and young trees, it
is a breath-taking, but empty mansion, abandoned by the plants and
animals that cannot live in its simplified environment.
Though we have been involved in simplifying the forests of Montana
for only a century, Europe's forests show what can happen to a forest
5Aney,

72.
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after several centuries of simplification. Research ecologist Chris
Maser recalls travelling through the forests of France, Switzerland, and
Germany and seeing little more than a lot of deer, one mouse, and a slug.
"I'm not kidding," he writes. 'The third largest wildlife species we saw
was a slug."6 For hundreds of years, people living around the forests
have removed every available piece of dead wood for fuel, leaving the
forest without snags and without decayed nutrients to sustain new
growth. As a result, the immaculate forests are silent, empty of most
birds and mammals.
Before eastern settlers came to Montana, over 85 percent of the
state's forests existed in an old-growth condition.7 Because of
extensive clearcutting, little of that old growth remains. Though many
of the management plans for national forests in western Montana cite
preserving old-growth habitat as one of their objectives, few forest
managers actually know the amount or distribution of old growth in
their forests. In Montana, the Forest Service is trying to determine the
extent of remaining old-growth ponderosa stands, but is still debating
SChris Maser, "Life Cycles of the Ancient Forest," Forest Wetcb 9 (March 1989):
20-1
7 Sallie

Hejl, "Old-Growth Forests in the Northern Rocky Mountains: What is the
Problem?" 1 March, 1989, Unpublished Forest Service report, 2.
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an accurate definition for old growth.
Without an accepted definition to guide them, managers in each
National Forest have developed their own definitions and guidelines for
old growth preservation. The management plan for Lolo National Forest
offers projections for tl^e forest's future, stating that, in 1995, "there
*

will be sufficient old-growth habitat available to meet the needs of
old-growth dependent wildlife." In 2035, it continues, "old-growth
habitat will still exist to meet the needs of old-growth dependent
wildlife."8
The pivotal, and unanswered, question raised by these projections is
what the forest planners consider "sufficient old-growth habitat."
Studies of the pileated woodpecker show that these birds need 15 to 30
hectares (33-44 acres) of old-growth ponderosa forest to support an
individual or one nesting pair.9 How many nesting pairs or individuals
would we consider enough? Though few people would be willing to
parry with this question, we answer it by default every day as we
permit clearcutting of remaining old-growth stands.
Scientists and conservationists often build cases for preserving
8Department

of Agriculture, Forest Service, The Lolo National Forest Plsrt. (February,
?9&6), 11-6,11-7.
9Aney, 71.

habitat by focusing on species that can survive only in that habitat.
The Northern spotted owl has become a key factor in discussions on
preserving Douglas-fir old growth in the Pacific northwest, the only
habitat in which this owl can live. Such justification for saving old
growth, while valid and often crucial in preserving old-growth stands,
sidetracks the intrinsic value of the stand itself. If our sole
justification for preserving old growth rests on the presence of a
wildlife or plant species, then if that species disappears, our
justification for preservation disappears as well.
In the case of ponderosa old growth, scientists have discovered no
wildlife species that depend absolutely on pine old growth for survival
Though pileated woodpeckers, like many other animals in Montana,
survive and reproduce best in an old growth pine forest, they can
survive to an extent in some second-growth forests and in fastmaturing black cottonwood bottomlands.10
The point that is lost in these discussions of minimum survival
numbers is that it is not enough, for any species on earth, to merely
survive. Like the pileated woodpecker, humans can survive in lessthan-optimal conditions—in prisons, slums, abusive homes—but they
10Stephen

Arno, personal communication, 12 May 1989
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rarely thrive in such places. Instead of determining the minimum
amount of old growth pileated woodpeckers need to get by, we should
focus on the maximum amount of remaining old growth we can set aside
or only selectively cut.
What is also ignored in conference-room discussions of how much
old growth to preserve is our spiritual need for ancient forests. As we
cut the few remaining old growth pine stands in Montana, we cut far
more than lumber; we sever our connection to the past, to the wealth of
wisdom stored in the concentric rings of heartwood. That we do not
recognize or respect the intrinsic worth of these old trees is not
surprising in a culture that fears and rejects old age in almost any
form. We treat old-growth pines in much the same way as we treat old
people, calling them decadent and over-mature and lacking in vigor
Just as we separate old people from young in nursing homes and
retirement villages, foresters maintain second-growth pines in evenaged stands, a process called "normalizing" the forest, and in doing so
lose the balance and continuity created in an old-growth stand where
seedlings grow up amidst ancient yellowbellies.
Standing beneath an old pine overlooking Sawmill Creek, touching its
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scaly bark and inhaling its scent, I am connected with past and future. I
am comforted by the tree's permanence, by the knowledge that it will
long outlive me. The oldest ponderosas in a given stand can live fourto six-hundred years, though naturalist Enos Mills once counted 1047
rings in the trunk of a healthy ponderosa felled by loggers in
Arizona.11 I cannot begin to fathom the changes that will occur in the
country around this old tree if it, too, lives for a millenium, any more
than a human alive when the old tree sprouted in the early 1600s could
imagine the world today. But though the land may change, the tree
remains a dynamic constant through time.
When we log old growth ponderosas and continue logging new trees
on sixty- or one hundred-year cycles, we also lose the knowledge of
what ponderosas can be at their best. They are, without question, in
their finest form in old growth stands. The metamorphosis of bark from
dark brown to tawny yellow, of branches from spindly to thick and
graceful, of the individual tree from gangly to gracious, of the pine
stand from tangled to spacious and stately, begins only after centuries
of slow growth. Standing by the Fish Creek pine, looking out at the
forests of second-growth pines, 1 see that I am surrounded by
11 Enos

Mills, TheStory of a Thousand- Year Pine. (USA: 1909), 7
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adolescents—vigorous, yes, but still rough-edged and awkward, lacking
the smoothness and presence of the old pine, whose stable character
has been shaped by centuries of change.

Montana's biggest ponderosa at Fish Creek
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Describing the ponderosa stands in Yosemite, John Muir states that
"the average size of full grown trees on the western slope . is a little
less than 200 feet in height and from five to six feet in diameter,
though specimens considerably larger may easily be found."12 The
largest ponderosa he ever observed was "a little over eight feet in
diameter and about 220 feet high"13 Donald Culross Peattie notes the
giants of the Pacific Northwest, one in Lapine, Oregon that reached 162
feet high and eight and a half feet in diameter and another near Mt.
Adarns, Washington that was 175 feet high and seven feet thick.14 But
trees like these ones are becoming fewer and fewer as the remaining
yellowbellies are cut by the thousands each year
We need awe-inspiring old trees like the Fish Creek pine and the
Primm ranch grove, trees whose magnitude leaves us silent and
humbled. But we need, too, great expanses of old-growth forests, where
yellowbellies grow in self-perpetuating communities. When the old pine
a Fish Creek dies, the last remnants of old growth there will be gone.
Like a travelling show, the cable fence and sign will be packed up, the
12 John

Mui r, Tte Yosemite. (New York: Century, 1912), 102.
87
14Donald Culross Peattie, A Natural History of Western Trees. (Massachusetts:
Riverside Press, 1953), 82.
,3 Muir,
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old tree hauled away. But on the banks above Sawmill Creek, the oldgrowth ecosystem Is sustained by the death of individual trees. Young
trees mature to yellowbellies, old trees become snags, snags decay and
nurture new trees, and the cycle continues as it has for thousands of
years.

Old-growth ponderosa marked for cutting
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I am not afraid of losing the ponderosa species—these pines number
in the tens of thousands in the west and are in little danger of
biological extinction. Instead, I fear a spiritual extinction, as the
stands of centuries-old pines that once extended throughout the
western landscape are reduced to isolated islands in a sea of tree
plantations. The lives of old pines are not separate from our own, and
as I stand beneath the big ponderosa at Fish Creek, feeling the heat of
the afternoon sun radiate from its bark, I know that without it, I would
be diminished.
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